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CHAPTER 

Introduction

Living organisms are build from a large number of cells.�ese cells continuously respond to
signals from outside and inside the cell by producing various kinds of proteins.�e blueprints
of all proteins are stored in genes. In eukaryotic cells, genes are carried in chromosomes,
threadlike structures in the nucleus of a cell that become visible when the cell, upon divid-
ing condenses these structures (Fig. .a). �e typical X shape of the completely condensed
chromosomes becomes visible when they are isolated from a cell in mitosis (Fig. .b). Chro-
mosomes consist of two parts: DNA, carrying the genetic information of the cell and proteins.
�e protein components of chromosomes function largely to package and control the long
DNAmolecules. Recently it has become clear that the dynamics of DNA compaction are vital
for the function of a cell. �e size of a polymer in solution is generally given by the radius
of gyration, which is, for a biological polymer such as DNA, given by R =

√
Lp/ with L

its contour length and p its persistence length, known to be about  nm for DNA. Without
compaction, the radius of gyration of the  meters of DNA in a human cell would be around
 µm and would never �t into a cell nucleus which has a typical radius of several microm-
eters. Furthermore, DNA is compacted even more at each cell division when chromosomes
have to be divided between the two new daughter cells. �is packing has to be done in an
orderly fashion so that the chromosomes can be replicated correctly at each cell division. On
the other hand, DNAneeds to be accessed for the expression of genes. Genes can be controlled
by regulation of the compaction of DNA. For a complete understanding of the regulation of
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b)

c)

a)

Figure .: Chromosomes in eukaryotic cells. All scale bars are  µm. (a) A �uorescence image
of a cell during mitosis, the mitotic spindles are shown in green and the chromosomes in blue.
(b) Fully condensed chromosomes extracted from an eukaryotic cell, showing the well known X
shape. (c) An electron microscopy image of a chromosome where all proteins are denatured [].
�e chromosome sca�old (black) and the uncondensed DNA (grey) are visible.
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a) b)

d)c)

Figure .: Nucleosomes and their organisation in eukaryotic cells. (a) �e nucleosome crystal
structure shows  base pairs of DNA wound in . turns around a histone octamer []. (b) An
atomic force microscopy image of  nucleosomes on a single DNA molecule. �is is known as
the beads-on-a-string con�guration. (c) Chromatin �bers of  nucleosomes as imaged by elec-
tron microscopy. �e nucleosomes are folded in the so called  nm �ber []. (d) A schematic
overview of chromosome folding. �e DNA is wound around histone octamers, forming nucle-
osomes, which are regularly spaced on the DNA. In vitro, at physiological salt conditions, these
arrays fold into a  nm �ber. A�er several, as of yet unknown, higher order folding steps, the
DNA folds into a chromosome.
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DNA compaction, we need to understand, at molecular detail, not only the structure but also
the dynamics of this compaction.

. DNA Compaction by Nucleosomes

At the �rst level, DNA is compacted by speci�c proteins, called histones. When these proteins
are denatured, the DNA inside a chromosome expands dramatically, as depicted in Fig. .c,
indicating that the compaction and thus accessibility of DNA is regulated by these proteins.
�e histone DNA complex consists of eight histone proteins (dimers of HA, HB, H and
H) that wrap  bp of DNA in a helical fashion (Fig. .a) []. �e histone-DNA complex
is called a nucleosome. Nucleosomes are regularly spaced along the DNA. When deposited
on a surface from low ionic strength bu�ers, nucleosome arrays appear as beads-on-a-string
like structures (Fig. .b). A ��h species of histone proteins, called linker histones (H and
H), also play a role in the DNA compaction. �ey are known to constrict the DNA exiting
the nucleosome, thereby stabilizing the structure of the nucleosome. Nucleosomes are spaced
typically  −  bp by linker DNA []. In vitro, under physiological conditions nucleosome
arrays fold into compact �bres, called chromatin, with a diameter of about  nm (Fig. .c)
[–]. A schematic overview of this DNA compaction is shown in Fig. .d. Although the
general structure of DNA compaction is known, the exact structure of the  nm �ber and the
dynamics of the wrapping of DNA into nucleosomes, remain elusive despite three decades of
intense research [–].

. Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy

In this thesis, single molecule force spectroscopy is used to study the dynamic properties of
nucleosomes and chromatin. It is especially suited to determine properties such as the forces
and energies at which the chromatin structure is disrupted. In a typical force spectroscopy ex-
periment, shown in Fig. .a, a force is applied to a molecule of interest, usually DNA or RNA,
and the extension of the molecule is measured. Force spectroscopy can be divided into two
categories. In force clamp experiments the molecule of interest is stretched at a constant force
to observe transient behavior of the molecule itself or proteins interacting with the molecule.
In dynamic force spectroscopy experiments the position of the end of the molecule is changed
during the experiments, to probe the energy landscape of the molecule of interest. �e force
can be applied using a magnetic bead and an external pair of magnets (magnetic tweezers), a
latex bead and a focused laser beam (optical tweezers) or an atomic force microscopy tip.�e
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Figure .: Schematic overview of a force spectroscopy experiment. (a) A DNA molecule is at-
tached to a bead on one end and to a glass slide on the other end. �e molecule is stretched by
an external force F and the height of the bead, zbead is measured. (b) A schematic overview of
the magnetic tweezers setup. Two external magnets apply a force to the magnetic beads in the
sample. �e bead is imaged on a CCD camera with an objective and a lens. A LED is used as the
light source.

dynamic range of these three force spectroscopy techniques is .− pN formagnetic tweez-
ers, − pN for optical traps and − pN for the atomic forcemicroscope. Hydrophobic
and electrostatic forces dominate the interaction between nucleosomes in chromatin and be-
tween DNA and histones.�ese forces are in the order of several piconewtons, which makes
magnetic tweezers themost suitable candidate for the force spectroscopy experiments on chro-
matin.

. Magnetic Tweezers

In this thesis we used magnetic tweezers as a tool to perform force spectroscopy experiments.
For these experiments we need to be able to apply a force to a molecule and quantify this
force. We also need to be able to measure the extension of the molecule. Using two external
magnets and amagnetic beadwhich is anchored to amolecule attached to the glass slidewe can
apply a force to the molecule as is depicted in Fig. .b.�e bead is imaged using a microscope
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objective on aCCD camera (Fig. .b).�e three dimensional position of the bead is calculated
from this image, with an accuracy of Å/

√
Hz, using home built so�ware. �e extension of

themolecule can be calculated from the position of the bead and the applied force is calculated
from the height of the bead z and the variance of themotion of the bead in the lateral direction
⟨∆x⟩ using equipartition

F = kbTz
⟨∆x⟩ ,

with kb Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature.

. Nucleosome and Chromatin Properties

Cui and Bustamante [] were the �rst to investigate chromatin �bers puri�ed from chicken
blood with force spectroscopy using optical tweezers. �ey found that at forces higher than
 pN the chromatin structure is irreversibly modi�ed by the removal of histone cores from
the native chromatin. Bennink et al. [] investigated chromatin that was formed on λ-DNA
fromXenopus egg extract.�ey found distinct steps of  nm, at forces between  and  pN,
which they attribute to the unwrapping ofDNA from the nucleosome. Brower-Toland et al. []
studied arti�cial �bers where the nucleosomes were exactly positioned.�ey found that DNA
unwraps from the nucleosome in two steps, at low forces (∼  pN)  nm of DNA releases
from the nucleosome and at high forces (>  pN) another  nm unwraps. If the high force
was maintained for a long time, the histones would dissociate from the DNA. More recently,
Pope et al. [] calculated the energy barrier for unwrapping DNA from nucleosomes in chro-
matin �bers created from λ-DNA and Xenopus egg extract. �ey found an energy barrier of
approximately  kbT for the unwrapping of  nm of DNA from a nucleosome at forces ex-
ceeding  pN, indicating that the second turn of DNA wound around the nucleosome is very
tightly bound. A more detailed study by Mihardja et al. [] on single nucleosomes showed
that the �rst turn of DNA starts to unwrap at  pN and the second turn at  pN. Furthermore,
they found that nucleosome is indeed a very stable structure, as exempli�ed by the lifetime
of the fully wrapped state ( s) compared to the lifetime of the one turn unwrapped state
(. s). �ese experiments show that at forces larger than several pN the DNA starts to un-
wrap from the histone core. At lower forces the nucleosome-nucleosome interactions, which
have a reported interaction energy of . kbT [], are broken. In conclusion we know that
when stretching chromatin, �rst the nucleosome-nucleosome interactions are disrupted, with
a reported energy of . kbT , then the DNA unwraps from the nucleosome in two steps of
approximately  nm .
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. Overview of the�esis

Dynamic Force Spectroscopy usingMagnetic Tweezers. In chapter  we introduce dynamic
force spectroscopy for magnetic tweezers. �e magnetic force in these experiments is cali-
brated from the magnet position. �is allows us to apply and detect forces in real-time. We
found that viscous drag dominates the motion of the magnetic bead at low forces. We ana-
lyzed the e�ects of the bead size, DNA contour length, DNA persistence length and magnet
velocity on the drag, leading to the conditions under which the drag does not interfere with
the measurements. Using this method we have reduced the measurement times by two orders
of magnitude compared to traditional quasi-static force spectroscopy. We used this method to
measure the transient interactions of sub saturated chromatin �bers.

Forced Extension of Mononucleosomes. In chapter  we measured the spontaneous wrap-
ping and unwrapping ofDNA fromnucleosomes under constant force. We analyzed the result-
ing time traces using a hidden Markov model. We calculated the probability density of DNA
under force and used this probability density in the hidden Markov analysis. �is increased
the accuracy of the step detection compared to a normal probability distribution especially at
small stepsizes compared to the thermal motion of the bead. We were able to extract lifetimes
of the wrapped and unwrapped state of the nucleosome. Furthermore we found that the angle
fromwhich the DNA extension exits the nucleosome a�ects the probability distribution of the
DNA and we were able to extract this angle before and a�er unwrapping.

Forced Extension of Chromatin. In chapter  we used magnetic tweezers to probe the me-
chanical properties of a single, well-de�ned array of  nucleosomes. When folded into a
 nm �bre, representing the �rst level of chromatin condensation, the �bre stretched like a
Hookian spring. �e extensive linear stretching of the �ber pointed to a solenoid as the un-
derlying topology of the  nm �bre. Surprisingly, we found that linker histones do not a�ect
the length or sti�ness of the �bres, but stabilize �bre folding. We also were able to measure the
nucleosome-nucleosome stacking energy and found it to be �ve times higher than previously
reported.

�e E�ect of Tether Sti�ness on Nucleosome Stability. In chapter  we investigated the dis-
crepancy between the unwrapping force found between single nucleosome and chromatin
�ber experiments, where the �ber unwraps at a much higher force than the single nucleo-
some. We found that the asymmetric energy landscape of nucleosome unwrapping and the
force �uctuations in tethered particle experiments decreases the lifetimes of the wrapped and
unwrapped state signi�cantly. We also found that the sti�ness of the DNA surrounding the
nucleosome is largely responsible for the decrease in lifetime.�e di�erence in sti�ness of the
DNA surrounding a single nucleosome and a nucleosome in a �ber explains the large di�er-
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ence in unwrapping force that is observed between force spectroscopy experiments on �bers
and mononucleosomes.
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Sub-Piconewton Dynamic Force
Spectroscopy Using Magnetic

Tweezers

Abstract

We introduce a simple method for dynamic force spectroscopy with magnetic tweezers.�is
method allows application of sub-piconewton force and twist control, by calibration of the ap-
plied force from the height of the magnets. Initial dynamic force spectroscopy experiments on
DNAmolecules revealed a large hysteresis that is caused by viscous drag on themagnetic bead
and which will conceal weak interactions. Using smaller beads this hysteresis is su�ciently re-
duced to reveal intra-molecular interactions at sub-piconewton forces. Compared to typical
quasi-static force spectroscopy a signi�cant reduction of measurement time is achieved, al-
lowing the real time study of transient structures and reaction intermediates. As a proof of
principle nucleosome-nucleosome interactions on a sub-saturated chromatin �ber were ana-
lyzed.

�is chapter is based on the article: Sub-piconewton Dynamic Force Spectroscopy Using Magnetic Tweezers M.
Kruithof, F. Chien, M. de Jager and J. van Noort, Biophysical Journal,  ()  - 
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. Introduction

To probe the mechanics of biomolecules at the single molecule level a variety of force spec-
troscopy techniques have been developed. �is includes Optical Tweezers (OT), Magnetic
Tweezers (MT), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) []. With these techniques the energy
landscape of biological bonds can generally be resolved accurately by applying an increasing
force on amolecule andmeasuring its extension in time. Evans andRitchie showed that careful
analysis of the rupture force as a function of the force loading rate reveals both the interaction
distance and the energy barrier of a molecular bond [].�e energy dissipated by the rupture
can be quanti�ed from the hysteresis in a Force-Distance (F-D) cycle. For such dynamic force
spectroscopy experiments OT and AFM are well suited as they both combine a position trap
with nanometer resolution manipulation. However, the high spring constants of these traps
in combination with the Brownian �uctuations limit the force accuracy of these techniques to
approximately  pN for OT and pN for AFM.

In contrast, MT, comprising a pair of permanent magnets in combination with a paramag-
netic bead can be characterized as force clamps as they do not �x the position of the trapped
bead but the applied force.�e e�ective sti�ness of the trap depends on the compliance of the
polymer that tethers the bead to the surface.�e applied force is calculated from the Brownian
motion of the bead using equipartition theory. As a consequence of the high compliance of the
tether, forces down to  fN are experimentally accessible, as shown by Strick et al. for exam-
ple []. MT also clamp and constrain the rotation of the bead, giving a unique handle on DNA
topology, for example.�ese features have made MT an indispensable tool to reveal many of
the mechanical properties of DNA and DNA interacting proteins like topoisomerases, heli-
cases, and chromatin remodellers []. Unfortunately, as a consequence of the small e�ective
spring constant of these molecules at small forces and the large viscous damping of the bead,
accurate quanti�cation of the Brownian motion is time consuming and extends up to tens of
minutes per force point. As a consequence, MT can typically only be operated in quasi-static
force mode, where a series of force points needs to be acquired to obtain a full F-D pro�le [].

In this paper we introduce dynamic force spectroscopy for MT. Here the magnetic force is
calibrated to the magnet position. From this relation the applied force is calculated while the
bead position is detected in real-time. A major advantage of dynamic force spectroscopy us-
ing MT compared to OT and AFM is that a sub-pN range of forces become accessible which
are relevant in many biological applications. Moreover, measurement times are reduced by
two orders of magnitude compared to traditional quasi-static force spectroscopy.�is strong
reduction of measurement time signi�cantly relieves instrumentation dri� issues commonly
associated withMT experiments. Transient interactions that readily dissociate upon extended
periods of increased force can now be measured with the highest accuracy. �e artifacts that
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magnets 

magnetic 
bead 

DNA

Figure .: Schematic layout of the experimental geometry. �e forces pulling the bead up are the
magnetic force, Fmag , and the force resulting from excluded volume e�ects, Fev . �e gravitational
force, Fg , and the force applied by the DNA, FDNA, pull the bead downwards. �e dimension of
the drawing are not to scale.

are caused by the dominant role of Brownianmotion at low forces, as well as the relatively high
viscous drag on the bead, will be discussed and resolved.

. Materials and Methods

Magnetic Tweezers

DNA-tethered paramagnetic beads were imaged in a home built inverted microscope with a
CCD camera (Pulnix TM-CL) at  frames per second. �e magnet position was con-
trolled by a stepper motor-based translation stage (M-, Physik Instrumente) with an accu-
racy of nm.�e position of the beads was measured by real time image processing using
LabView so�ware (National Instruments) with an accuracy of  nm. A schematic layout of
the experimental geometry is shown in Fig. .. During a quasi-static force measurement, the
force at eachmagnet positionwas calculated from the �uctuations of the bead in the transverse
direction, x, parallel to the coverslip, and from the average height of the bead, z, normal to the
coverslip []:
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F = kbT
⟨z(t)⟩

⟨(x̄ − x(t))⟩
(.)

During a dynamic force measurement the magnets were moved towards the bead and back at
a constant speed resulting in a forward and backward trace, respectively. �e position of the
magnets was calculated from the position of the stepper motor.

Magnetic Beads

Paramagnetic tosylactivated Dynabeads (Invitrogen) were coated with anti-digoxygenin anti-
bodies (Sigma) according to the protocol suggested by the supplier.

Sample Preparation

A clean glass coverslip was coated with a  µg/mL poly-d-lysine solution (Sigma). Next, it was
incubated with a polyethyleneglycol (PEG) solution containing a mixture of % w/v mPEG-
Succinimidyl PropionicAcid (SPA)- and.%biotin-PEG-N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-
 (Nektar) in sterile .M NaHCO bu�er (pH .) for  hours at room temperature.
�e coverslip was then mounted on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) �owcell containing a
xx.mm �ow channel, and �ushed with mL bu�er MB (mM HEPES pH ., mM
KAc, mMMgAc, mMNaN, and .% (v/v) Tween- inmilli-Qwater). Next, .mg/mL
streptavedin (Sigma)was �ushed into the cell and incubated for minutes.�e cell was subse-
quently �ushed with mL of MB,  µL . ng/µL DNA inMB and incubated for  minutes,
mLMB,  µL magnetic beads in  µLMB supplemented with .% (w/v) BSA (MB+) and
incubated for  minutes and �nally �ushed with MB+.

DNA and Chromatin Fibers

A construct of pBlueScript SK+ with a cloned insert containing  S RNA nucleosome po-
sitioning sites was digested with HindIII and NotI.�e fragment containing  positioning
elements was puri�ed.  base pair PCR fragments (template: pBluescript K+; primers: ’-
CTAAATTGTAAGCGTTAATATTTTGTTAAA-’ and ’-TATCTTTATAGTCCTGTCGG
GTTTC GCCAC-’) containing either digoxygenin- or biotin-modi�ed uracils in a ratio of
: to non-modi�ed thymine were digested with Not I and HindIII, respectively.�e result-
ing  bp fragments were ligated, with an excess of :, to each end of the vector fragment
carrying the  positioning elements and used without further puri�cation. Electrophoretic
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Figure .: Force calibration for dynamic force spectroscopy. (a) A F-D plot of a DNA molecule
obtained with quasi-static force spectroscopy (black circles) �ts the WLC model (black line). (b)
�e force at di�erent magnet positions (black circles) follows an exponential decay with an addi-
tional o�set (black line).

gel analysis showed that all the vector fragments were ligated to the linker fragments. For nu-
cleosome reconstitution, a salt dialysis with recombinant histone proteins was performed as
described elsewhere [].�e histone octamer to positioning site ratio was :, but the yield of
reconstitution was signi�cantly smaller than %.

Atomic Force Microscopy

Sub-saturated chromatin �bers were imaged with tapping mode AFM on a Nanoscope III
(Veeco) a�er glutaraldehyde �xation and deposition on mica.

. Validation of the method

To empirically determine the relation between force andmagnet positionwe performed quasi-
static force measurements on single DNA molecules. A typical result of these measurements
is shown in Fig. .a.�e Force-Distance plot accurately follows theWorm Like Chain (WLC)
[]:

FDNA(z) =
kbT
p

( 
 ( − z/L)

− 

+ z
L
) , (.)
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Figure .: Dynamic force spectroscopy on DNA using large and small magnetic beads. (a) Dy-
namic force spectroscopy using . µm beads. �e forward trace (black line) and backward trace
(red line) do not overlap indicating energy dissipation; the dashed black line is aWLCwith a per-
sistence length of  nm and a contour length of . µm. Each trace was obtained in  seconds. (b)
�e work during the experiment as a function of the extension. �e forward trace (black squares)
and backward trace (red circles) do not overlap, indicating dissipation. (c) Dynamic force spec-
troscopy using  µm beads. �e forward trace (black line) and backward trace (red line) overlap.
�e dashed green line is a WLC with the persistence length and contour length taken from the
�t in Fig. .d. �e dashed blue lines are the expected standard deviation of the Brownian noise
of the bead as can be deducted from Eq. .. �e inset shows the average of  traces (black line),
the noise in the traces is clearly reduced. Each trace was obtained in  seconds. (d) �e work
during the experiment as a function of the extension, the forward trace (black squares) and back-
ward trace (red circles) overlap, indicating a fully elastic response. A WLC model was �tted to
the backward trace (green line).
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Figure .: Discrimination between disruptions of non-speci�c interactions with the surface and
intra-molecular interactions. �e time trace of a subsaturated chromatin �ber, taken at a con-
stant force of  pN, shows (a) non speci�c surface interaction events (red circles) which were
accompanied by lateral movements and (b) intra-molecular disruptions which were not accom-
panied by lateral movement (blue circle). (c) �e time trace of a dynamic force measurement
shows an instance of a rupture (red circles) which was accompanied by lateral movement. We
attribute this to non-speci�c surface interactions. (d) �e time trace of the F-D curve shown in
Fig. b in which no lateral movement was detected.
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with thermal energy kbT , extension z, �tted persistence length p = nm, and contour length
L = . µm. In Fig. .b we plotted the obtained force as a function of the magnet position.
We found that the force, Ftot , decays exponentially with the magnet position, according to:

Ftot = Fmag ,e−m/b + F , (.)

where m is the distance between the top of the �uidic cell and the magnets as depicted in
Fig. .. Fmag , is themaximal force, b the decay length of themagnetic force, and F a constant
o�set. In our setup Fmag , was  ±  fN for . µm diameter beads and  ± . fN for  µm
diameter beads. We found the decay length, which is de�ned by the geometry of the set-up, to
be constant, b = .± .mm. Below  fN the observed force is independent of the magnet
position. In this regime excluded volume e�ects, pushing the bead away from the surface and
gravity, pulling the bead down, dominate []. We estimated F, the sumof the force originating
from gravity and from excluded volume e�ects to be approximately  fN, in good agreement
with a �tted o�set of  fN. During a dynamic forcemeasurement Eq. . was used to calculate
the force from the magnet position.

To test the dynamic forcemode on aDNAmolecule we acquired a F-D cycle shown in Fig. .a.
Each forward pulling trace was acquired in  seconds, the backward trace was acquired at the
same speed. Note that this ismuch shorter than a quasi-staticmeasurement like the one shown
in Fig. .a, which was measured in about an hour. Surprisingly, a signi�cant hysteresis was
observed between the forward (increasing force) and backward (decreasing force) trace. When
compared to the WLC-�t obtained with quasi-static force spectroscopy it appeared that only
at forces above  pN both the forward and the backward trace follow theWLC. At forces below
 pN, however, only the backward trace matches the WLC curve. As DNA has been shown
to deform elastically at forces below its melting transition, i.e. below pN; [], the origin
of this hysteresis cannot be internal disruption of the DNA structure, and must therefore be
attributed to external dissipation.

Non-speci�c interactions between the DNA and/or bead with the surface are commonly ob-
served in these measurements, especially at low forces and might alternatively explain the ob-
served behavior. Disruption events of such non-speci�c interactions are generally accompa-
nied by a movement in the lateral direction, as shown in Fig. .. In order to discriminate
between surface interactions and intra-molecular interactions we used the absence of lateral
movement as a selection criterion. Furthermore, by PEG passivation of the surface, the num-
ber of traces that showed lateral movement was reduced to a complete absence in DNA traces
and a very small fraction in the case of chromatin �bers. �us non-speci�c interactions be-
tween the tether and the surface can be discarded as the origin of the hysteresis.

Understanding the nature of the observed hysteresis is a requirement for F-D analysis of more
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complex structures.�erefore, we considered the equation of motion of the tethered bead:

FDNA(z) = Fmag − γ
dz
dt
, (.)

with z the position of the bead and γ the drag coe�cient. Inertia forces can readily be ne-
glected. Rapid changes in magnetic force will induce an extra friction force that makes the
bead lag behind.�e drag coe�cient γ is given by Stokes’ law:

γ = πηr, (.)

with bead radius r and viscosity η. Note that the drag coe�cient at close proximity to the
surface γ∗ can be signi�cantly larger than the drag coe�cient given by Eq. . when the radius
of the bead, r, is comparable to the distance between the bead and the coverslip, z, []:

γ∗ = ( + r
z
+ r
z + r) γ (.)

During a dynamic force measurement we assumed that the force on the molecule is equal to
the applied magnetic force determined in a quasi-static measurement. However, from Eq. .
it is clear that friction also contributes to the applied force, F f r = γ dz

dt . In the case of DNA
the viscous drag is mostly limited to the entropic regime where DNA behaves like a Hookian
spring, z = Fm

k with k =


kbT
pL , therefore, using Eq. ., the relative contribution of the friction,

F f r/Fm , can be written as:
F f r

Fm
=
vmagγ∗

bk
, (.)

with vmag the velocity of the magnets and k the spring constant of the tether. with , resulting
in the following formula for the relative contribution of the friction:

F f r

Fm
= 

pvmagLγ∗

bkbT
(.)

�e assumption that the force on the molecule is equal to the applied magnetic force is only
valid when the friction force is negligible compared to the magnetic force (F f r/Fm ≪ ).�e
maximum magnet velocity typically used in experiments was mm/s. For . µm diameter
beads F f r/Fm = . which is clearly not negligible. Decreasing the bead diameter will de-
crease this contribution. For example the contribution of friction to the total force on  µm
diameter beads is much smaller (F f r/Fm = .) and will lead to a more accurate F-D curve as
quanti�ed in the next paragraph. A dynamic F-D plot measured using a  µm diameter bead
is shown in Fig. .c. In contrast to the data obtained with . µm diameter beads (Fig. .a),
the data follow the WLC model accurately and no obvious hysteresis was observed between
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the forward and the backward trace.

. Energy analysis

Brownian motion of the bead causes the large �uctuations in the low force regime as demon-
strated in Fig. .a, making it di�cult to asses any residual dissipation. Averaging of Brow-
nian �uctuations from multiple F-D curves, reduces this e�ect, as shown in Fig. .c, inset.
However, averaging precludes the ability to resolve single ruptures that are not synchronous
in repeated experiments, a major advantage of dynamic force spectroscopy. As an alternative
we calculated the work done during the experiment, i.e. E(t) = ∫ t

 F(t∗)
dz
dt∗ dt

∗, which re-
sults in an Energy-Distance (E-D) plot as shown in Fig. .d. As the Brownian motion is now
integrated all �uctuations will collapse on the curve:

E(z) = ∫
z


FDNA(z∗)dz∗ =



kbTz (z − L)

pL (z − L) (.)

Both the forward and backward trace �t very well to Eq. . for p = nm and L = . µm.

From the measurements we also obtained the total dissipated energy, in a single F-D cycle,
which manifests itself as hysteresis in the F-D plot. A�er a full F-D cycle the dissipation was
around  kbT for  µm diameter beads, compared to  kbT for measurements with . µm
diameter beads. Alternatively, an increase of the measurement time for each trace, from  to
 seconds, decreased the hysteresis on a . µm bead (data not shown) and resulted in a dissi-
pation of  kbT .�ese values are in close agreement with numerical solutions of Eq. .,  and
, for DNA with a contour length of . µm, a persistence length of nm and a measurement
time corresponding to  seconds. For a dynamic F-D experiment these calculations resulted
in a dissipation of  kbT for . µm diameter beads and  kbT for  µm diameter beads.

From these experimentswe can conclude that using smallermagnetic beads i) dissipation from
viscous drag was negligible i.e. the molecule is permanently in equilibrium with the magnetic
force ii) non-speci�c interactions of the bead and/or DNAwith the surface were negligible and
iii) DNA extension is fully elastic at forces down to  fN.

In the current measurements the force was increased exponentially in time, e�ectively empha-
sizing the low force regime. With a more advanced, non-linear control of the magnet position
one could also linearly ramp the force, making low force dynamic force spectroscopy MT ex-
periments possible that are compatible with the framework developed for previous studies ().
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. Dynamic force spectroscopy on nucleosome-nucleosome
interactions

In eukaryotes DNA is condensed into chromatin. Whereas the structure of the nucleosome,
the �rst step in DNA condensation, is known with atomic precision [], higher order struc-
tures remain highly elusive []. Full understanding of higher order structure and dynamics
will require detailed knowledge of all interactions between the nucleosomes. However, only
rough estimates of the interaction energy are currently available due to a lack in force accuracy
and the common use of chromatin reconstituted from highly heterogeneous cell extracts [].
We recently obtained well-de�ned, fully saturated chromatin �bers that adopt a nm �ber
structure [].�ese extremely well ordered structures are stabilized by multiple nucleosome-
nucleosome interactions that act in concert. Such nm�bers, whenmeasured using dynamic
force spectroscopy as described in this paper, resist forces up to . pN, a�er which the struc-
ture unfolds cooperatively. Due to the cooperative nature of unfolding, individual interactions
between nucleosomes were completely obscured in these experiments (see chapter  of this
thesis). To resolve individual nucleosome-nucleosome interactions we performed dynamic
force spectroscopy on individual sub-saturated chromatin �bers in which nucleosomes can
interact but are too sparse to adapt highly condensed structures.

AFM imaging of the sub-saturated chromatin �bers reveals a large variation of the number
and position of nucleosomes on each DNA template molecule, with an average number of
nucleosomes per molecule of  ± , as shown in Fig. .a. Some of the nucleosomes interact,
causing looping of the DNA as indicated by the arrow. In Fig. .b and c, F-D and E-D plots of
a measurement on a single sub-saturated chromatin �ber are shown. Compared to bare DNA,
Fig. .c, the tether extension is signi�cantly reduced. At an applied force of around . pN
the structure ruptured to an extended length, a�er which the forward and backward traces
overlap. In the E-D plot, we observed a total energy dissipation of  kbT that we attributed to
the rupture of nucleosome-nucleosome interactions.�e dissipated energy varied signi�cantly
between F-D cycles pointing at di�erent interactions in each refolding cycle.

A�er rupture of the interactions between nucleosomes theDNA is expected to follow theWLC
model, having a reduced contour length because of DNA wrapping in nucleosomes and a re-
duced apparent persistence length as a result of the sharp bends at the entry and exit sites of a
nucleosome []. Indeed the backward trace in Fig. .c �ts well to Eq. ., with L = . µm
and p =  nm. It is clear that since these two e�ects are correlated, a smaller contour length in-
dicatesmore nucleosomes resulting in a smaller apparent persistence length. From the amount
of wrapped DNA, nm, it follows that this �ber contained  nucleosomes. �e results ob-
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Figure .: Dynamic force spectroscopy on sub-saturated chromatin �bers (a) AFM image of the
used chromatin �bers. Possible nucleosome-nucleosome interactions are indicated by an arrow.
Stars denote PCR fragments used in the MT for linking the �ber to the bead and the surface. (b)
Dynamic force spectroscopy on these chromatin �bers. �e forward trace (black line) and back-
ward trace (red line) do not overlap at forces smaller than  pN. �e dashed black line is a WLC
with a persistence length of  nm and a contour length of . µm, appropriate for a bare DNA
tether. Each trace was obtained in  seconds. (c)�e work during the experiment as a function of
the extension. �e forward trace (black squares) and backward trace (red circles) do not overlap
and show an o�set that can be attributed to disruption of nucleosome-nucleosome contacts. �e
backward trace (red circles) closely follows the WLC model (green line). (d) �e �tted contour
length of di�erent sub-saturated chromatin �bers plotted versus the �tted persistence length.
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tained for several molecules were further analyzed, Fig..d. As expected, a clear correlation
between the resulting contour length and apparent persistence length was observed. For a
quantitative comparison of these traces we divided the traces into two populations, the �rst
with a contour length larger than  µm, containing very few or no nucleosomes, and the sec-
ond with a contour length smaller than  µm, containing more than  nucleosomes. We av-
eraged the apparent persistence length, contour length and dissipated energy over the traces
within each population. �e apparent persistence length di�ered signi�cantly between the
two populations  ± nm and  ± nm, respectively. �e average dissipated energy was
higher for the population with the smaller contour length (± kbT versus ± kbT). How-
ever the variations in dissipated energy are large especially in the case with the larger amount
of nucleosomes. �is can be expected because these unstructured arrays can adopt di�erent
nucleosome-nucleosome interactions in each F-D cycle.

Recently,Mihardja et al. reported the unwrapping ofDNAwithin a single nucleosome at forces
between  and pN []. At comparable pulling rates we did not observe any unwrapping of
the DNA from the nucleosomes up to forces of  pN. When the magnets were positioned to
apply a maximum force for an extended period of time we did observe unwrapping, as plotted
in Fig. .c, showing that we can use dynamic force spectroscopy to study transient structures
that have a limited lifetime under an applied load.

. Conclusion

In conclusion, we developed a method for fast real-time sub-piconewton dynamic force spec-
troscopy using magnetic tweezers. We showed that the energy dissipation due to viscous drag
is dependent on bead diameter. �e large Brownian �uctuations of the bead position that
occur at low forces conveniently collapse on a well-de�ned energy-distance plot, allowing ac-
curate analysis of dynamic force spectroscopy data and calculation of the dissipated energy. As
a proof of principle, measurements on single sub-saturated chromatin �bers revealed a clear
correlation between contour length and apparent persistence length. Nucleosome-nucleosome
interactions that rupture at . pN with a dissipated energy in the range of  to  kbT were
observed.
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CHAPTER 

Hidden Markov Analysis of
Nucleosome Unwrapping Under

Force

Abstract

Transient conformational changes of DNA-protein complexes play an important role in the
DNA metabolism but are generally di�cult to resolve. Single molecule force spectroscopy
has the unique capability to follow such reactions but Brownian �uctuations in the end-to-
end distance of a DNA tether can obscure these events. Here we measured the force induced
unwrapping ofDNA froma single nucleosome and show that hiddenMarkov analysis, adopted
for the non-linear force-extension of DNA, can readily resolve unwrapping events that are
signi�cantly smaller than the Brownian �uctuations.�e resulting probability distributions of
the tether length are used to accurately resolve small changes in contour length and persistence
length.�e latter is shown to be directly related to the DNAbending angle of the complex.�e
worm like chain adapted hidden Markov analysis can be used for any transient DNA-protein
complex and provides a robust method for the investigation of these transient events.

�is chapter is based on the article: HiddenMarkov Analysis of Nucleosome Unwrapping Under Force, M. Kruithof
and J. van Noort, accepted for publication in Biophysical Journal
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. Introduction

Protein-DNA complexes are transient by nature and to understand the reaction mechanisms
that control DNAmetabolism it is important to relate the kinetics of complex formation to the
conformational changes that are associated with DNA binding. In many cases the binding of a
protein induces a bend in the trajectory of the DNA as can be observed by various techniques
such as gel electrophoresis, atomic force microscopy, electron microscopy, NMR and X-ray
crystallography. All these techniques however require stable complexes or depend on �xation,
and can not be used to resolve the structure nor the dynamics of short-lived complexes. Single
molecule techniques are well equipped for this task, but the Brownian �uctuations associated
with these experiments and which are intrinsic to the �exibility of the complexes sometimes
dominate over structural changes. Here we use the well-knownmechanical properties of DNA
to resolve dynamic binding events that change the contour length and the trajectory of the
DNA-protein complex in order to obtain both the kinetics of protein binding and the bending
angle of such transient complexes.

In eukaryotes, nucleosomes are by far the most abundant DNA-protein complexes and many
processes involving DNA are regulated by their presence.�e nucleosome represents the fun-
damental organizational unit of chromatin. Its structure is known with atomic detail: 
base pairs (bp) of DNA are wrapped in . turns around a histone octamer []. �e nucleo-
some core particle is however not a static structure. Spontaneous nucleosome conformational
changes have been reported where a stretch of DNA transiently unwraps from the histone sur-
face [], which allows enzymes access to the DNA that is usually occluded in the nucleosome.
Various techniques have been used to study these dynamics, including �uorescence resonant
energy transfer (FRET) [, ] and force spectroscopy [, ].�e latter was successfully applied
to quantify force induced structural changes of the nucleosome and to determine the corre-
sponding rates of DNA unwrapping from the histone octamer as a function of the force [].

During force-spectroscopy experiments the extension of a DNAmolecule containing a single
nucleosome (Fig. .a) is measured. In absence of force, the lifetime of the unwrapped confor-
mation is much shorter than the lifetime of the wrapped conformation [] and transient un-
wrapping events may be too fast, compared to the bandwidth of the tweezers, to be observed.
By applying a constant force, the equilibrium shi�s and the lifetime of the unwrapped confor-
mation increases while the lifetime of the wrapped conformation decreases []. Force induced
DNAunwrapping can be separated in two steps. At an external force of about  pN the �rst .
turns of DNA unwrap from the histone core (Fig. .a-b) []. At this force the lifetimes of the
wrapped and the unwrapped conformations are similar allowing direct quanti�cation of these
lifetimes [].�e lifetimes at zero force can be extrapolated from the force versus lifetime char-
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a) b) c)

d) e)

Figure .: Schematic representation of a magnetic tweezers experiment on a DNA-nucleosome
complex. (a) A DNA molecule containing a single nucleosome is attached between a magnetic
bead and a glass coverslip. �e force is controlled by changing the distance between the bead
and two external magnets above the sample. DNA unwrapping from the nucleosome under force
occurs in two distinct steps (a-b and b-c). Two typical examples of experimentalDNAunwrapping
traces at  pN (d) and at  pN (e) where unwrapping is accompanied by an increase in end-to-end
distance of the DNA-nucleosome complex.
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acteristic []. At a stretching force of  pN the �nal turn of DNA unwraps (Fig. .b-c) [, ].
�us during force induced unwrapping two transitions between three distinct conformations
can be identi�ed, fully wrapped, . turns unwrapped, and fully unwrapped.

�e existence of these distinct conformations allows us to describe the wrapping and unwrap-
ping of DNA from the nucleosome as a Markov process by separating the reaction path into
three conformations with accompanying transition rates between them. A schematic repre-
sentation for nucleosome unwrapping, as aMarkov process, is depicted in Fig. .. During each
transition DNA wraps or unwraps, leading to step-like increases or decreases in tether length,
as observed in the extension of the molecule (Fig. .d and e). In such force-spectroscopy ex-
periments, the challenge is to resolve small changes in end-to-end distance, in this case of
approximately  nm, under conditions where thermal �uctuations of the extension of the
DNA tether, may exceed these changes. Quanti�cation of the changes in the contour length of
the DNA molecule therefore requires a Hidden Markov (HM) model, which explicitly takes
stochastic �uctuations of the observable into account [, ]. HM analysis of noisy traces has
successfully been applied to various experimental data such as FRET trajectories [] and DNA
looping kinetics [] assuming the noise to be normally distributed. It is however essential to
use correct probability distributions of the di�erent states and in case of force spectroscopy
on DNA the probability distribution di�ers signi�cantly from a normal distribution. In this
paper, we calculate the probability distribution of the DNA end-to-end length under an exter-
nal force and use this distribution in the HM analysis. �is approach strongly improves the
accuracy of detecting steps in constant force time traces of the DNA extension, resulting in a
more accurate determination of the kinetics. Furthermore, we will show that the HM model
also gives new insight into the mechanical and structural properties of the nucleosome.

. �e Probability Distribution of the End-To-End distance
of a DNA-Bead System

A number of algorithms have been published to �nd the most likely distribution of Markov
states [, , ]. We used the forward-backward algorithm []. �e forward-backward al-
gorithm uses the probability distribution of the various states to calculate the probability for
data point n to be in each state. Data point n is then attributed to the state with the high-
est probability. For the �rst iteration an estimate of the transition probabilities and probability
distributions is needed, which is typically based on simple thresholding. A newprobability dis-
tribution for each state is then �tted to a histogram of the data belonging to the corresponding
state. From the dwell times of the di�erent states new lifetimes are calculated. In subsequent
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iterations each data point is reassigned to a new state. Successive iterations are performed until
the lifetimes and probability densities converge to a stable solution.

In many applications a normal distribution is used to describe the probability distribution of
a state [, ]. Due to the nonlinear force-distance relation of DNA (Eq. .), the end-to-
end distance of a DNA molecule under constant force deviates signi�cantly from a normal
distribution. �e probability distribution, P (z), of the end-to-end distance, z, under force
can be calculated from the work required to stretch themolecule, E (z), relative to the thermal
energy kbT :

P (z)∝ exp (−E (z) /kbT) . (.)

E (z) is obtained by integration of the force required to extend the DNA molecule, given by

E (z) = − ∫
z


F (s) ds. (.)

In a typical tweezers-based force-spectroscopy experiment, the total force acting on the bead
is

F (z) = Fex t − FWLC (z) + FEV (z) , (.)

with Fex t the external force applied to the bead, either frommagnetic or optical trapping.�e
excluded volume force, FEV (z), for a freely rotating bead equals kbT/z []. �e excluded
volume force should not be taken into account when the distance between the bead and the
surface is larger than twice the radius of the bead. FWLC is the force required to stretch the
DNAmolecule as given by theWorm-Like-Chain (WLC)model [] with a persistence length,
p and a contour length L:

FWLC (z) = kbT
p

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣



 ( − z
L )
 −



+ z
L

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (.)

�e work needed to stretch the DNA molecule follows from Eqs. .-. yielding

E (z) = −Fex tz +
kbTz (L − z)
Lp (L − z) − kbT ln (z) . (.)

Using Eqs. . and ., the normalized probability distribution, P (z), becomes

P (z) =
exp [ Fex t z

kbT
− z(L−z)
Lp(L−z) + ln (z)]

∫
∞

−∞

exp [−E (s) /kbT] ds
. (.)
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In cases where the number of states is not known a priori, it is possible to extend the analysis
with a second iteration �tting an increasing number of states as described by McKinney et
al. []. In the current study of DNA unwrapping from nucleosome cores however we limited
our analysis to three states corresponding three probability distributions.

. Brownian Dynamics Simulations

�ermal �uctuations of the extension of the DNA tether can be signi�cant and may even
exceed the changes in extension associated with DNA unwrapping. To test the accuracy of
the above HM model, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations of time traces of DNA
molecules at constant force, exhibiting �uctuations between two di�erent states representing
wrapping and unwrapping of DNA from the nucleosome.�e step size, ∆s, at given force, F,
is de�ned as the di�erence between the end-to-end distance of the two states

∆s = ∣zWLC (F , L , p) − zWLC (F , L , p)∣ (.)

with pn and Ln the persistence and contour length of theDNA containing a single nucleosome,
in state n, which not only has a di�erent contour length but my also have a di�erent apparent
persistence length. zWLC is the inverse of Eq. .. Two example time traces with a di�erent
ratio between the step size and the thermal �uctuations are depicted in Fig. .a. �e green
line shows the input �uctuations between the two states. �e black line shows the simulated
Brownian motion of a bead attached to a DNAmolecule following the variations in the green
trace. We �tted the simulated time trace by HM using the WLC probability distribution (red
line) and a normal distribution (blue line).�e analysis was performed at  pN and at . pN.
In the latter case thermal �uctuations are signi�cantly larger than the step size. �e �t of
the time trace that corresponds to . pN demonstrates that even small changes in end-to-end
distance, which cannot be detected by simple thresholding, are readily resolved byHManalysis
using a WLC distribution, but are largely overlooked when using a normal distribution.

As a �gure of merit for the relative size of the end-to-end distance changes, we use the ratio
between the step size and the width of the thermal �uctuation distribution. �e standard
deviation of the thermal �uctuations in the DNA extension σ (Fig. .b) follows

σ (F) =
√

kbT
kWLC (F) =

¿
ÁÁÁÀkbT ⋅

⎛
⎝
dFWLC (s)

ds
∣
s=zWLC(F)

⎞
⎠

−

, (.)

where kWLC is the sti�ness of the DNAmolecule at a given stretching force. Using Eq. ., this
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure .: Hidden Markov �ts to Brownian dynamics simulations of a DNA molecule in which
transitions occur between two contour lengths. (a) Traces of simulated data (black lines), the
HM �t with the WLC model (red lines), and a Gaussian model (blue lines), and the actual steps
(green lines). �e top trace is simulated at  pN for a DNA molecule, with a contour length of
 nm, a persistence length of  nm and a step of  nm. �e bottom trace is simulated at
. pN for a similar molecule but with a step of  nm. (b)�e WLC probability distributions for
a DNA molecule at  pN, with a contour length of  nm (black line) and a contour length of
 nm (red line). �e stepsize, ∆s, represents the di�erence in end-to-end distance between the
distributions. �ough the width of the WLC distribution is very similar to the width of a normal
distribution, σ , (green line), the tails of the distributions di�er signi�cantly. (c) A simulated time
trace, with a constant contour length, is binned and shown as a histogram. �is histogram is �t
with theWLC probability distribution at  pN and compared to a normal distribution. �eWLC
distribution describes the data much better as expressed in the R. (d)�e MSD of the �ts using a
WLC probability distribution (blue circles) is compared to the MSD using a normal distribution
(red circles) for di�erent ratios between the stepsize and the thermal �uctuations. �e error bars
represent the spread in the MSD for  di�erent traces.
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a) b) c)

Figure .: �e relative errors between the HM �t and the input of the persistence length (a),
stepsize (b) and lifetime (c), using a WLC distribution, with respect to the ratio between stepsize
and thermal �uctuations. �e error bars represent the spread in the relative error for  di�erent
traces.

expression can be rewritten as

σ (F) =
¿
ÁÁÀ Lp (L − zWLC (F))

L − LzWLC (F) + LzWLC (F) − zWLC (F)
. (.)

�e mean squared di�erence (MSD) of the WLC probability distribution (Eq. .) can now
be compared to the MSD of a Gaussian approximation of the probability distribution PG (z)
de�ned as

PG (z) = 
σ (F)

√
π
exp [−(z − z iWLC (F))

σ (F)
] . (.)

An example of a histogram of a single simulated state is shown in Fig. .c where both a Gaus-
sian probability distribution and aWLC probability distribution are �tted.�e R of theWLC
distribution is smaller than the Gaussian distribution indicating that the WLC describes the
simulated data better. To quantify the robustness of our method, we calculate the normalized
MSD between the input time trace of the tether length and the �tted time trace of the tether
length. Fig. .d shows that HM analysis using the WLC probability distribution, calculated
from Eq ., yields a much better �t than using a normal distribution when ∆s/σ becomes
smaller than . �e normalized MSD is smaller than . even for a ∆s/σ of . in which
case it is clear that the HM analysis using a normal distribution is unable to detect any steps.
Overall, the WLC distribution detects the steps more accurately and thus yields a better �t.

Since the probability distribution of the end-to-end distance depends on the persistence length
and contour length of the tether, the HM analysis not only allows detection of steps, but can
also directly extract values for the persistence length and contour length from experimental,
constant force, time traces. Fig. . shows the relative error in the �tted persistence length, con-
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tour length and lifetime of the di�erent states.�e relative error in the �tted persistence length
is on average better than % (Fig. .a). Surprisingly, the accuracy of the detected persistence
length does not depend on the ratio between the step size and the thermal �uctuations. �e
relative errors in the �tted contour length and lifetimes (Fig. .b and c) do depend on the step-
noise ratio, but are smaller than . for step size larger than . times the thermal �uctuations.
�us the HM analysis cannot only be used to extract the lifetimes of the di�erent states but can
also be used to obtain accurate measures of the mechanical properties of transient structures
that have only small di�erences in extension relative to the thermal �uctuations.

. Analysis of Mono-nucleosome Unwrapping Under Force

Having established the potential to measure small excursions in the end-to-end distance of
DNAmolecules, we analyzed the unwrapping of the �rst turn ofDNA from single nucleosomes
as observed by constant force measurements, using the HM analysis. An example time trace
of the end-to-end distance of single nucleosomes in a  nm DNA tether measured using
magnetic tweezers, is shown in Fig. .a. In this time trace, measured at a constant stretching
force of . pN, we observed two distinct levels that we attribute to the fully wrapped and
�rst-turn unwrapped conformation.

Within the time of our experiments we did not observe irreversible unfolding of DNA from
the nucleosome core that could be due to dissociation of histone dimers, as reported before
[]. �ough the details of the experimental conditions are di�cult to compare, at least two
factors favour nucleosome stability in our experiments. Firstly, the  nucleosomepositioning
element that we used here has a signi�cantly ( kbT) higher stability than the natural S RNA
and genomic chicken DNA templates [] that were used in their study. Secondly, we carefully
limited the force on our mononucleosomes to maximally  pN whereas Claudet et al. report
forces up to several tens of piconewtons. A�er each experiment of typically  s the force was
directly reduced to the sub-pN level. Because all length increases of the mono-nucleosome
tether were reversible, we can exclude nucleosome dissociation to be associatedwith the length
increases that we report here.

�e average length of DNA that unwraps from the nucleosome (dL), derived from the di�er-
ence in contour length between the two conformations, was . ± . nm (N = ) in good
agreement with previous data [].�e lifetimes of the wrapped (τw) and unwrapped (τu) con-
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a) b)
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Figure .: (a) Hidden Markov �t (light gray) to experimental data of nucleosome unwrapping
at a force of . pN (b) �e obtained lifetimes of the unwrapped conformation (dashed line and
open circles) and the wrapped conformation (solid line and closed circles) of the �rst turn at
di�erent forces. �e exponential �ts are extrapolated to zero force. �e black points are wrapped
and unwrapped lifetimes measured using FRET [] (closed and open square) and using optical
tweezers [] (closed and open triangle). (c) Force-extension plot of a mono-nucleosome on a
 nmDNA fragment showing unwrapping events.�e solid black lines areWLCwith a contour
length and persistence length taken from the HM analysis for the three di�erent conformations.
(d) Schematic overview of the exit angle of a fully wrapped, α f , �rst turn unwrapped, αu ,st ,
and second turn unwrapped, αu ,nd , nucleosome. �e energy landscape (black line) shows the
distances in reaction coordinates between the energy barrier and the wrapped and unwrapped
conformation. �e opening angles are as determined from the HM-WLC analysis
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formation have been reported to depend exponentially on the applied force []

τw (F) = τ,w e−Fdxw ,
τu (F) = τ,ueFdxu ,

(.)

where τ,w and τ,u are the lifetimes at zero force and dxw (and dxu) the distance of the re-
action coordinate between the initial state and the transition state (Fig. .d).�ese distances
determine the e�ect of the force on the lifetimes and are limited by the total unwrapping length,
dxu + dxw ≤ dL. �e lifetimes of the unwrapped conformation and the wrapped conforma-
tion, obtained from ourHM analysis, were �tted with Eq. . (Fig. .b), resulting in a lifetime
of the unwrapped conformation at zero force of . ± . s and a lifetime of the wrapped
conformation at zero force of  ±  s.�e corresponding distance in reaction coordinates to
the transition state was  ± . nm and  ± . nm respectively.

Now that we have calculated the lifetimes of the unwrapped conformations and the wrapped
conformation of the nucleosome, how do they compare to previous studies? Mihardja et al. []
performed similar force-spectroscopy experiments using optical tweezers and also extrapo-
lated the lifetimes of the unwrapped conformations and the wrapped conformation of the nu-
cleosome at zero force from measurements at di�erent forces. Li et al. [] measured the zero-
force lifetimes of nucleosome breathing directly using bulk FRET, which were later con�rmed
by single pair FRET [].�e results of these studies are also plotted in Fig. .b and show that
the lifetime for the unwrapped conformation we �nd (. ± . s) is in good agreement
with the lifetimes obtained using FRET (. s) and optical tweezers (. s).�e lifetime of
the wrapped conformation, however, varies signi�cantly between the three studies. Li et al. re-
ports a lifetime of the wrapped conformation of . s.�e lifetime we �nd however, is much
higher. In the FRET experiments any small amount of DNA unwrapping is detected as an un-
wrapping event. In contrast, in force spectroscopy only unwrapping of a full turn is detected
as an unwrapping event.�e small excursions that are readily observed in FRET are likely to
occur more frequently than full turn unwrapping, which would explain the longer lifetime we
observe for the fully wrapped conformation. Amajor complication in comparing these results
however is the di�erences in post-translational modi�cations that may be present and that are
functional in epigenetic regulation of transcription. Li et al. [] and Koopmans et al. [] used
recombinant histones that lack such modi�cations whereas we and Mihardja et al. used hi-
stones obtained from chicken erythrocytes that have been prone to such modi�cations. It is
likely that the modi�cations e�ect the lifetimes of both the fully wrapped and the unwrapped
state. As in chicken erythrocytes chromatin is programmed to be in a transcriptionally silent
state, in our histone material the equilibriummay be shi�ed towards the wrapped state which
is consistent with a longer life time of this conformation. Another important parameter in
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nucleosome folding is the presence of Mg+.�e di�erence in concentration of Mg+ between
the experiments of Mihardja et al. ( mM) and our experiments ( mM) may explain this
di�erence in the observed wrapped lifetime, since it is known that Mg+ ions stabilize the
nucleosome �ber structure []. However, we are not aware of systematic studies on mono-
nucleosome stability as a function of [Mg+]. As the concentration of Mg+ in vivo is expected
to be  mM [] we argue that our experiments may more closely match these conditions.

�e high force transition, corresponding to unwrapping of the second turn of DNA was irre-
versible. Like Mihardja et al. [] we only observed a single unwrapping event per force trace,
indicating a free energy barrier for refolding that is substantially larger than kbT . Only from
the rate dependence of the rupture force, or from experiments at high salt conditions, it was
concluded that this transition does not follow a simple two-state model. We also could not
resolve this in our constant force measurements which feature a single step transition, see
Fig. .e. As shown in the next paragraph the distributions of the end-to-end distance in the
both states accurately follow the expected distribution and thus do not give an indication for
intermediate states, validating a three state HM analysis. Summarizing, the above illustrates
that our HM analysis readily con�rms the lifetime of the unwrapped conformation but �nds
a lifetime of the wrapped conformation that is in between previously reported values.

. Structural Implications

Is it possible to use our HM analysis to extract structural properties of the DNA-nucleosome
complex during the di�erent conformations? In particular it would be informative to extract
the bending angle of the transient complex. Protein-induced bending has been reported to de-
crease the apparent persistence length of a DNAmolecule signi�cantly. Yan et al. [] showed
that the force-extension behavior for a ○ bend in aDNAmolecule can be described by aWLC
with a reduced apparent persistence length. Experimental results con�rm such a relation be-
tween DNA-bend angles and the apparent persistence length. For instance, force-extension
experiments on HU and IHF proteins, which are known to induce a stable bend in the trajec-
tory of a DNA molecule, yield a WLC with a decreased apparent persistence length [, ].
Using Euler mechanics Kulic and Schiessel [] showed that the angle α, of a kink or �xed
angle loop in the trajectory of a DNA molecule reduces the apparent persistence length papp

papp = p{ +  p
L
[ − cos(π − α


)]}

−
. (.)

A renormalization of the persistence length can also be expected for a DNA molecule that
contains a nucleosome since wrapping of . turns of DNA around the nucleosome induces a
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loop in the DNA trajectory (Fig. .d), as exempli�ed by the crystal structure []. When DNA
unwraps from the nucleosome not only the contour length changes but also the opening angle
of the DNA and hence the apparent persistence length.

In force spectroscopy, the persistence length of amolecule is generally extracted from its force-
extension behavior by �tting Eq. . []. When pulling on a mono-nucleosome the two tran-
sient conformations result in abrupt changes clearly distinguishable by the stepwise increase
in tether length. An example trace of a force-extension curve of a  nm long DNAmolecule
containing a single nucleosome is shown in Fig. .c. Two distinct steps represent the tran-
sitions between the wrapped and the unwrapped conformation. �e limited force range in
which each conformation is stable severely impedes accurate �tting, resulting in a contour
length of  ±  nm,  ±  nm, and  ±  nm respectively. �e corresponding ap-
parent persistence length of the three di�erent conformations was ±  nm, ±  nm, and
 ±  nm. �e inaccurate �tting, due to the limited force range in which the conformation
is stable, is prominent for the . turns unwrapped conformation where very limited data
is available and the WLC �t cannot distinguish between this conformation and the confor-
mation of a fully unwrapped nucleosome. Furthermore, the the values for both the contour
length and the apparent persistence length deviate from the values that can be expected based
on the length of the DNA and the structure of the (partially unwrapped) nucleosome.�ere-
fore, force-extension curves are of limited use for �tting structural parameters from transient
complexes.

Using the HM analysis on constant force time traces, the changes in apparent persistence
length can directly be extracted from the probability distribution of each conformation. �e
apparent persistence length before unwrapping was ± nm (N = ), whereas a�er unwrap-
ping of . turns of DNA the apparent persistence length became  ±  nm (N = ). �e
same conformation was probed independently in time traces that featured the second transi-
tion to the fully unwrapped conformation. In this case the apparent persistence length before
unwrapping of the �nal turn was . ± . nm (N = ), in excellent agreement with the pre-
vious measurement and changed a�er unwrapping of the �nal turn to . ± . nm (N = )
. Note that the accuracy is far better than the results obtained by �tting the force-extension
data.

Using Eq. . to calculate the exit angle for each conformation, results in  ± ○ for the
wrapped conformation, ±○ and ±○ a�er unwrapping of . turns and ±○ for
the fully unwrapped conformation.�e relatively large uncertainties in the obtained opening
angle are caused by the steep dependence of the opening angle on the apparent persistence
length. Based on the crystal structure [] of the nucleosome, the exit angle of the fully wrapped
(. turns of DNA) conformation is ∣○ − . ⋅ ○∣ = ○. A�er unwrapping of  nm
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of DNA from the histone core, the length of DNA that we obtained directly from the HM
analysis, . turns remain, corresponding to an exit angle of ∣○ − . ⋅ ○∣ = ○. When
the second turn is also unwrapped, the trajectory of the DNA is likely not a�ected by the
nucleosome resulting in an exit angle of ○.�ese values agree well with the values of the exit
angle obtained from the HM analysis.�us, the probability distributions that can be obtained
by HM analysis can be used to measure the exit angle of the DNA from constant force time
traces of nucleosome (un)wrapping.

. Conclusion

By integrating themechanical properties of DNA into probability distributions of aHMmodel
we developed an accurate method for quanti�cation of DNA force spectroscopy data.�e de-
scribed HMmodel, which uses the force-extension relation described by a WLC, �ts the data
with a high accuracy even when thermal �uctuations exceed the step size of a conformational
change. Using a normal probability distribution, HManalysis fails to resolve steps smaller than
the thermal �uctuations. Detailed information about the �rst- and second-turn nucleosome
unwrapping, e.g. lifetimes, step sizes, persistence lengths, and DNA trajectory bending angles
were extracted from constant force time traces. For the �rst time we were able to determine
the bending angles of nucleosomal DNA in solution and resolved conformations that were
fully wrapped, partially unwrapped and fully unwrapped. �e HM analysis allowed extrapo-
lation to zero-force lifetimes from constant force time traces. To probe the bending angles of
a DNA trajectory of transient conformations, such as DNA unwrapping from a nucleosome,
using electron or atomic force microscopy or crystal data is not straightforward, if possible
at all, because the nucleosomes need to be trapped in the unwrapped conformation. As no
force is applied in these type of experiments, most nucleosomes are trapped in the wrapped
conformation.

�e method is not restricted to analysis of DNA dynamics in nucleosomes, in which the his-
tone octamer remains bound to the DNA. Also association and dissociation of DNA binding
proteins like for example repressor proteins [], protein DNA chimeras [], or the unfolding
of RNA pseudoknots [] are associated with changes in contour length and bending angle.
Accurate assessment of the kinetics of such reactions will need to take the non-linear exten-
sion of DNA into account and the current adapted HM analysis will be equally pro�table in
these studies.
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Methods

Magnetic Tweezers

DNA-tethered superparamagnetic beads were imaged in a �ow cell on a home-built inverted
microscopewith aCCDcamera (Pulnix TM-CL) at  frames per second.�emagnet po-
sition was controlled by a stepper motor-based translation stage (M-, Physik Instrumente)
with an accuracy of  nm.�e position of the beads was measured by real-time image pro-
cessing using LabView so�ware (National Instruments) with an accuracy of  nm [].

Due to the transient nature of the observed conformations, the height of the bead does not
remain constant during an experiment, therefore the force can not be calculated accurately
from equipartition []. Instead, the force was calculated from the position of the external
magnets and a previous calibration measurement as described elsewhere [].

Preparation of the DNA Construct

A PCR was performed on a modi�ed pGemZ plasmid with a  nucleosome positioning
site introduced at  bp. �e reverse primer (’-AAACC ACCCG GGTGG GCTCA CTCAT
TAGGCACCCC-’) wasmodi�edwith a single digoxygenin at the ’ end.�e forward primer
(’-CCCCA TGTTG TGCAA AAAAG CGG-’) was modi�ed with a biotin on the ’ end.

Mono-nucleosome Preparation

 µg of the PCR product described above, was mixed with nucleosomes puri�ed from chicken
blood in a  to  molar ratio and diluted to a total volume of  µL in TE ( mM Tris-HCl
pH . and  mM EDTA) and NaCl ( M). Next, a salt dialysis was performed as described
elsewhere []. �e �nal product was dissolved in TE.�e reconstitution was analysed by
native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Atomic Force Microscopy (Fig. .). Only bare
DNA and mono-nucleosomes on the  position were observed.
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Figure .: (a) Nucleosome reconstitution was analysed by native polyacrylamide gelelector-
phoresis. (b) Tapping mode Atomic Force Microscopy of reconstituted mono-nucleosomes �xed
in % glutaraldehyde in  mMMgCl,  mM Hepes and deposited on freshly cleaved mica.

Flow cell Preparation

A clean glass coverslip was spincoated with a thin layer of a % polystyrene toluene solution.
�e coverslipwas subsequentlymounted on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) �ow cell contain-
ing a  x  x . mm �ow channel.�e �ow cell interior was �ushed with  mMHEPES (pH
.). Next, . mg/mL anti-digoxygenin (Roche) was introduced into the �ow cell and incu-
bated for minutes at room temperature, followed by minutes of incubation with blocking
bu�er:  mM HEPES (pH .), .% (w/v) BSA and .% (v/v) Tween-. Subsequently  µL
of measurement bu�er (MB)  mM HEPES (pH .), .% (w/v) BSA,  mM magnesium
acetate,  mMNaN, and .% (v/v) Tween- was incubated with  µL of . µm superpara-
magnetic biotinilated Dynabeads (Invitrogen) and  µL ng/µL mono-nucleosomes for 
minutes at room temperature to allow binding between the bead-DNA and the surface. �e
mixture was diluted in  µL MB and incubated in the �ow cell for  minutes. Finally the
cell was �ushed with MB.

. Appendix: �e E�ect of Camera Filtering on the Mea-
sured Height Fluctuations of a Bead in a Trap

In this chapter we analysed the height �uctuations of a bead in a magnetic tweezers setup and
calculated the mechanical properties of the tether and the lifetimes of the states of the nucleo-
some. However, we did not take camera �ltering into account. Camera �ltering occurs when
the cuto� frequency of the bead �uctuations is much higher than one over the illumination
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time of the camera used to measure the motion of the bead. �e motion of the bead will be
averaged during the illumination time of the camera and themeasured height �uctuations will
be smaller.

To investigate the e�ect of the camera �ltering on our measurements, we used Brownian dy-
namics to simulate the motion of a bead attached to a DNA molecule in a magnetic tweez-
ers setup. We calculated the height distribution of the un�ltered bead motion and the height
distribution of the bead motion �ltered by a camera. �e width of the height distribution is
estimated by the standard deviation of a normal distribution. We compared the persistence
length and contour length obtained from the height distribution of the �ltered and the un-
�ltered bead motion. Finally we investigated the in�uence of camera �ltering on the results
obtained in this chapter.

�e cuto� frequency of the bead �uctuations is given by []:

fc =
k (F)
πγ∗

, (.)

with k the sti�ness of the tether at a given force F, for DNA given by Eq. . and γ∗ the drag
coe�cient of a sphere corrected for the proximity of a wall as given by Eq. .. Eq. . shows
that the cuto� frequency is a�ected by several parameters, the sti�ness of the tether, which
in turn, depends on the force, the contour length and the persistence length of the DNA, and
the drag coe�cient, which in turn, is determined by the radius and the location of the bead.
To investigate the e�ect of these parameters we plot the cuto� frequency of a bead attached to
a DNA molecule for di�erent forces, contour lengths and persistence lengths in Fig. .. It is
clear than an increase in tether length or bead size leads to a decreased cuto� frequency and
an increase in persistence length leads to an increased cuto� frequency.

�e timestep, dt, of the Brownian dynamics simulations performed was typically −−− s.
To simulated camera �ltering we took the mean of the �rst τ/dt points of the simulation as
our �rst �ltered point, with τ the illumination time of the camera, the second τ/dt points are
averaged for the second point etcetera.�e camera used in our experiments has a framerate of
 Hz. We assumed that the camera shutterwas continuously open resulting in an illumination
time of . s.

We simulated a bead with a radius of . µm attached to aDNAmolecule with a contour length
of  nm and a persistence length of  nm, similar to the bead and DNA used in the exper-
iments in chapter . We simulated the motion of the bead at di�erent forces and thus cuto�
frequencies. �e resulting �ltered widths, contour lengths and persistence lengths compared
to the un�ltered results are shown in Fig. .a-c. It is evident that camera �ltering has a large
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Figure .: �e cuto� frequency of the height �uctuations of the bead versus the contour length
(a), persistence length (b), bead radius (c) and force (d) as calculated from Eq. .. �e dot is for
a bead with a radius of . µm attached to a DNAmolecule with a contour length of  nm and
a persistence length of  nm at a force of . pN.
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e�ect on the width of the distribution. At  pN the �ltered width is . times the input width.
�e e�ect on the �tted contour length is not big, which is to be expected since �ltering does
not change the average position of the bead but only the width of the �uctuations. �e e�ect
of camera �ltering on the �tted persistence length is dramatic, up to a more than  times
increase at a force of  pN.

What does this mean for the measured lifetimes, persistence length and contour length? Since
the lifetimes do not depend on the width of the �uctuations, they are not a�ected by cam-
era �ltering. �e contour length shows a small dependency on the force, see Fig. .b, and
thus the cuto� frequency of the bead. �is e�ect, however, is withing % of the input value
of the contour length which indicates that the values obtained in chapter . are close to the
real value. �e measured persistence length is greatly a�ected by camera �ltering as shown
in Fig. .c. In our experiments we measured a persistence length between  and  nm at a
force of about . pN. By simulating a DNA molecule with di�erent persistence lengths and
plotting the resulting �ltered persistence length we get an idea of the real persistence length
of the DNA tether. Fig .d shows that a measured persistence length of  nm would mean
a real persistence length of about  nm.�is large reduction in persistence length cannot be
explained by the angle induced in the DNA trajectory of a single nucleosome. Even an exit
angle would of , results in an apparent persistence length of  nm. However, several other
explanations exist for the observed large decrease in persistence length. If we would have over-
estimated the force, the apparent persistence would appear to be smaller. For example, if we
simulate the motion of the bead attached to a DNAmolecule with a contour length of  nm
and a persistence length of  nm at a force of . pN we obtain with �ltering a persistence
length of  nm. However, if we took the force to be . pN we would obtain a persistence
length of  nm. In the simulations we did not take the residual mechanical noise and inaccu-
racies of the measurement of the position of the bead into account.�ese would increase the
apparent �uctuations, thereby decreasing the measured persistence length. Furthermore, the
exposure time of the camera is the value that determines the amount of �ltering, if the expo-
sure time was much smaller than the time per frame of the camera, the measured �uctuations
would be smaller leading to a larger measured persistence length.�e last three explanations
compensate the �ltering e�ect and could be checked by measuring bare DNA molecules and
comparing the expected �ltered height distribution width to the measured distribution width.

It is clear that one should carefully consider camera �ltering when analysing the height �uc-
tuations of a bead in a tweezers setup. One should make sure that the cuto� frequency of the
beadmotion is well below  over the exposure time of the camera. Fig. . shows that the cuto�
frequency can be reduced by taking a larger bead or a larger molecule. However, an increased
cuto� frequency would lead to a slower reaction of the bead on unwrapping events which
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Figure .: a-c)�e height distribution width, contour length and persistence length of the �ltered
signal of a Brownian dynamics simulation of a DNA molecule with a contour length of  nm
and a persistence length of  nm, compared to the un�ltered values at di�erent forces. d) �e
measured persistence length of the �ltered �uctuations compared to the input persistence length
of a DNA molecule with a contour length of  nm at a force of . pN, the solid line (pm = ps)
is drawn as a guide to the eye.
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may lead to missing short transitions. Furthermore one could reduce the illumination time
by decreasing the exposure time of the camera or using a pulsed light source. In the case of
the measurements in this chapter, the resulting lifetimes and contour lengths are not a�ected
by the camera �ltering, the resulting apparent persistence lengths from the Hidden Markov
analyses, however, may be an overestimate of the real apparent persistence lengths.
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CHAPTER 

Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy
Reveals a Highly Compliant Helical
Folding for the  nm Chromatin

Fiber

Abstract

�e compaction of eukaryotic DNA into chromatin has been implicated in the regulation of
all cellular processes whose substrate is DNA. To understand this regulation, it is essential to
reveal the structure andmechanism by which chromatin �bers fold and unfold. Here, we have
used magnetic tweezers to probe the mechanical properties of a single, well-de�ned array of
 nucleosomes. When folded into a  nm �ber, representing the �rst level of chromatin
condensation, the �ber stretched like a Hookian spring at forces up to  pN. Together with a
nucleosome-nucleosome stacking energy of  kbT , four times larger than previously reported,
this points to a solenoid as the underlying topology of the  nm �ber. Surprisingly, linker

�is chapter is based on the article: Single molecule force spectroscopy reveals a highly compliant helical folding
for the  nm chromatin �ber, M. Kruithof, F. Chien, A. Routh, C. Logie, D. Rhodes and J. van Noort, accepted for
publication in Nature Structural and Molecular Biology
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histones do not a�ect the length or sti�ness of the �bers, but stabilize �ber folding up to forces
of  pN. Fibers with a nucleosome repeat length of  bp instead of  bp are signi�cantly
sti�er, consistent with a two-start helical arrangement.�e extensive thermal breathing of the
chromatin �ber that is a consequence of the observed high compliance provides a structural
basis for understanding the balance between chromatin condensation and transparency for
DNA transactions.
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. Introduction

�e eukaryotic genome is organized into chromatin, a highly compacted structure that is now
recognized to be a key regulator of all nuclear processes whose substrate is DNA, such as tran-
scription and replication. �e lowest level of DNA organization in chromatin is well known:
an octamer of histone proteins wraps  bp of DNA in . super helical turns [].�e linker
histone organizes an additional  bp of DNA and is located at the entry/exit site of the DNA
protruding from the nucleosome core []. Nucleosome cores are connected by linker DNA,
typically  -  bp in length, forming nucleosomal arrays. Under physiological conditions,
including divalent cations, nucleosome arrays fold into compact chromatin �bers with a di-
ameter of about  nm [, ]. Biochemical and structural data suggest that nucleosome array
folding is driven by nucleosome-nucleosome interactions, but that the path of theDNA linking
adjacent nucleosomes is unknown. �erefore the structure of the  nm chromatin �ber re-
mains controversial, despite three decades of intense research, with the consensus viewpoint
see-sawing back and forth between a one-start solenoidal and a two-start zig-zag architec-
ture [–].

One of the parameters that de�nes the architecture of the chromatin �ber is the length of the
linker DNA, as expressed in terms of the nucleosome repeat length (NRL). In vivo, NRLs vary
between - bp, but NRLs of  and  bp are by far the most common []. Short NRLs
are less abundant and generally associated with transcriptionally active chromatin, found for
example in yeast [] and in neuron cells []. Long NRLs can be found in transcriptionally
silent chromatin from chicken erythrocytes [].�e presence or absence of the linker histone
is a second parameter that a�ects chromatin folding and has also been implicated in transcrip-
tion repression. Stoichiometric amounts of linker histone can be found in highly condensed
chromatin. In yeast chromatin linker histones are relatively rare. In fact, longer NRLs correlate
well with a higher abundance of linker histones []. Both the NRL and the presence of the
linker histone control the relative positioning of successive nucleosomes in an array and hence
direct the formation of higher order chromatin structures.

Recently major progress in the characterization of higher order chromatin folding has been
obtained using arrays of  nucleosome positioning DNA [, ]. A Å crystal structure of
a tetramer of nucleosome cores, based on a  bp NRL array without the linker histones, []
clearly showed folding of the two-start helix type. �ese measurements were supported by
crosslinking experiments []. Electron Microscopy (EM) on �bers with NRLs between 
and  bp however revealed a well-de�ned constant diameter of  nm [].�e dimensions of
these �bers, which were independent on the NRL, implied an interdigitated one-start solenoid
structure. �us, in spite of these breakthroughs, the controversy over the structure of the
 nm �bers and the role of linker histones has not been resolved.
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Herewe address the question of the structure of the  nmchromatin �ber using singlemolecule
force spectroscopy, which probes the extension of single chromatin �bers in solution with nm
and sub-pN resolution. Previous force spectroscopy studies have focused on the high force
regime, demonstrating the force induced unwrapping of all DNA from the octamer of his-
tones at - pN [–]. Cui and Bustamante [] did look into the chromatin compaction
of long native chromatin �bers at low forces and showed that chromatin �bers unfold at several
piconewtons. In this study we used highly homogeneous chromatin �bers of known composi-
tion whose folding has previously been carefully characterized by both sedimentation velocity
and EM analyses [, ].�is ensures that the �bers analysed by force spectroscopy are fully
compacted and allowed us to capture and to quantitatively interpret the initial stages of the un-
folding pathway of chromatin �bers in much more detail. Furthermore, we explicitly take the
presence and absence of stoichiometric amounts of linker histones into account and demon-
strate that linker histones increase the mechanical stability of chromatin �bers. Finally, we
compare  bp NRL arrays with  bp NRL arrays and show, based on their compaction
and compliance, that these �bers fold into di�erent structures consistent with a one-start and
two-start helical folding.

. Results

Reconstitution of  arrays yields regular  nm chromatin �bers

Chromatin �bers were reconstituted using salt dialysis from chicken erythrocyte histone oc-
tamers andDNA arrays consisting of  tandem repeats of  or  bp DNA, as described
[]. In each reconstitution, the histone DNA stoichiometry was titrated in  steps and ana-
lyzed using gel electrophoresis []. Optionally, stoichiometric amounts of linker histone were
reconstituted in a second titration.�ough gel electrophoresis clearly resolves the optimal re-
constitution stoichiometry, resulting in the highest level of condensation (Fig. .), it does not
have the resolution to con�rm full saturation of the DNA arrays with histone octamers. To re-
solve the number of nucleosomes per �ber, which is necessary for quantitative interpretation
of the force spectroscopy data, individual chromatin �bers were imaged with Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) under denaturing conditions, i.e. in absence of Mg+(Fig. .a).
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Figure .: Reconstitution of nucleosomal arrays. DNA arrays containing * nucleosome
positioning elements were titrated in  steps with chicken erythrocyte histone octamers andmixed
sequence  bp competitor DNA. Arrays were double-bag dialysed overnight in reconstitution
bu�er.  µl of each sample was run on .% agarose gel in . X TB bu�er and stained with EtBr.
Except for the experiments in Fig. ., which were done withmaterial from lane , all experiments
were done with batches that showed the narrowest band for the nucleosomal array, in this case
lane , pointing at optimal reconstitution.
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Figure .: Characterization of reconstituted chromatin �bers a) AFM image of a reconsti-
tuted �ber under denaturing conditions. b) �e distribution of nucleosomes per �ber of a sub-
stoichiometric reconstitution shows a bimodal distribution. c)�e end-to-end length of an array
containing  nucleosomes, folded into the  nm�ber and �anked by in total of  bp of DNA, is
approximately  nm. When unfolded in a beads-on-a-string conformation it measures  nm.

By counting the number of nucleosomes per �ber we observed a high cooperativity in nucle-
osome binding on the  arrays which was previously also reported on S RNA arrays [].
�e distribution of the nucleosome occupancy per �ber (Fig. .b) at sub-saturating histone
DNA ratios (lane  in Fig. .) shows a bimodal distribution with populations of sparsely and
densely decorated �bers. Reconstitution with a higher histone to DNA ratio (lane  in Fig. .)
yielded % of all  positioning sites in the �bers being occupied with a histone octamer.
In the presence of Mg+ EM inspection con�rmed folding of the �bers into regular  nm
�bers with dimensions that agree well with previously reported experiments []. �e high
regularity, known contour length, and the con�rmed folding into  nm �bers makes this re-
constituted chromatin uniquely suited for probing the forces that drive higher order chromatin
folding.

 bp NRL �bers stretch like a Hookian spring

A quantitative understanding of chromatin compaction requires a detailed comparison with
the known dimensions of the �ber components. A single nucleosome core wraps  bp of
DNA in a cylinder with a diameter of  nm and a height of . nm. �e nucleosomes in a
 bp NRL �ber without linker histones are connected by  bp of DNA resulting in a spacing
between nucleosomes of . nm. In the absence of higher order folding the contour length of
a fully reconstituted * bp NRL beads-on-a-string �ber would be approximately  nm.
For the total contour length of the used �bers an additional  nm of �anking DNA must be
added, resulting in a contour length of  nm (Fig. .c). When folded in a  nm �ber with a
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nucleosome line density of . to . nm/nucleosome [] the �ber adopts a length of − nm,
resulting in a total contour length of approximately  nm.
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Figure .: Force spectroscopy on chromatin �bers. a) Schematic drawing of a force spectroscopy
experiment, not to scale. A  µm paramagnetic bead is tethered with a chromatin �ber to amicro-
scope slide. �e height of the bead represents the end-to-end distance of the �ber and is obtained
from video microscopy and image processing. �e force on the �ber is varied by changing the
position of a pair of external magnets. b) Force-distance curves of �bers with di�erent occupa-
tions, the solid lines were �ts to Eq. .. Inset: distribution of nucleosomes per �ber. Note that we
discarded �bers containing small numbers of nucleosomes in this analysis.

Magnetic tweezers based dynamic force spectroscopy [] was used to measure the extension
of the �bers with nm resolution. In short, single chromatin �bers are tethered between the
bottom slide of a �ow cell and a  µm paramagnetic bead. �e height of the tethered bead is
obtained from videomicroscopy and image processing and represents the end-to-end distance
z of the �ber (Fig. .a). In a typical Force-Distance (F-D) experiment a pair of external mag-
nets is moved down towards the �ow cell in  s and up again, a�er which the experiment is
repeated. Under folding conditions ( mMKAc,  mMMgAc,  mMHepes pH ., room
temperature) the �bers remained stable upon repeated pulling, sometimes for up to  F-D
cycles.

At low forces, between . and . pN, all folded nucleosomal arrays that wemeasured, includ-
ing the sub-saturated �bers that were reconstituted with low histone/DNA ratios, exhibited a
linear extension (Fig. .b). �e F-D curves represent the stretching of both the chromatin
�ber and the �anking DNA. For a more quantitative interpretation of the tether extension the
contributions of the chromatin and the DNA should be separated.�e mechanical properties
of DNA have been well established. �e force F (z), needed to stretch a bare DNA molecule
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to an end-to-end distance, z, follows a Worm Like Chain (WLC) [, ]:

F(z) = kbT
p

[ 
 ( − z/L)

− 

+ z
L

] , (.)

with thermal energy kbT , contour length L and persistence length p.�e compliance of the
chromatin �ber on the other hand has not been described before. �e linear part of the F-D
curves (Fig. .b) suggests aHookian extension of the chromatin part of the �ber. We therefore
modeled the chromatin �ber as having a rest length L and a force-induced extension that is
inversely proportional to a characteristic spring constant k.�is results in a total end-to-end
distance of the tether of

z (F) = zWLC (F , LDNA, pDNA) + L +
F
k

(.)

in which zWLC represents the inverse of Eq. ., using the contour length LDNA and persis-
tence length pDNA of the �anking DNA.�e Hookian approximation proved to �t the data
well (Fig. .b). �e large di�erences in the contour length of the �bers shown in Fig. .b
should be attributed to variations in the number of nucleosomes per �ber which was also re-
vealed by AFM imaging of this sub-saturated chromatin batch. It was possible to relate the
number of nucleosomes present in each �ber to the �tted length of the �anking DNA, which
increases by  bp for each missing nucleosome.�e resulting nucleosome density distribu-
tion (Fig. .b, inset) shows good agreement with the distribution obtained by AFM imaging
of the same batch (Fig. .b). Even in reconstitutions with a histone octamer-DNA stoichiom-
etry that corresponded to the highest compaction we found that % of the �bers missed one
or two nucleosomes, consistent with a reconstitution yield of % of the  positioning sites.
However, it was possible to discard all sub-saturated �bers based on the �tted length of the
�anking DNA, resulting in a more homogeneous data set. Note that even without this selec-
tion all �bers feature a very similar slope in the F-D curve that is independent of the number
of nucleosomes in the particular �ber.

In this paper we focus on the extensive stretching in the low force regime that provides infor-
mation on the �rst steps in  nm �ber unfolding. In the low force regime all extensions of
the folded chromatin �ber appeared linear. In contrast to previous force spectroscopy stud-
ies on nucleosomal arrays [, , ], which were performed at higher forces, we did not see
indications of DNA unwrapping from the nucleosome. Indeed, only at forces exceeding  pN
we observed hysteresis in the F-D curves and extensions beyond the length of the beads-on-
a-string conformation (Fig. .). Both non-linear features indicate concurrent �ber unfolding
and DNA unwrapping. In order to preserve the higher order folding, we not only limited the
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Figure .: Stretching of chromatin �bers at high forces reveals DNA unwrapping. When . mi-
crometer beads were used themaximum force in our F-D experiments increased to approximately
 pN. Green dots show F-D curve on the DNA template alone, green line represents �t to WLC.
Up to  pN the chromatin �ber containingH stretched linearly, followingHookian extension (Eq.
). Subsequently, a non-linear length increase was observed, stretching the �ber beyond  nm,
the contour length of a beads-on-a-string �ber. �is excess length must have resulted from DNA
unwrapping from the nucleosomes. �e relatively high compliance of the �ber points to incom-
plete stacking of the nucleosomes in the �ber. �is is probably due to an extended exposure to
high forces during rinsing the �ow cell prior to the measurement, which is inherent to the use of
larger beads. At  pN the end-to-end distance converges to the contour length of a �ber in which
one super helical turn of DNA has been unwrapped from each nucleosome. Upon reduction of
the force the �ber refolded. �e hysteresis in the forward and backward trace indicated that the
unfolding and subsequent refolding was not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Nevertheless, folding
and refolding was reversible, and could be repeated over  times for a single chromatin �ber.
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Figure .: Chromatin �bers stretch like a Hookian spring, independently of the presence of linker
histones. Forward (black circles) and backward (red circles) F-D curves of a) chromatin �bers con-
taining stoichiometric concentrations of H, b) chromatin �bers containing stoichiometric con-
centrations of H. �e absence of hysteresis indicated that the �bers were in thermodynamic
equilibrium during the entire F-D cycle. Data were �tted to Eq. .. �e average �t results on
multiple chromatin �bers are listed in Table . c) F-D curves of a �ber without linker histones,
dashed line: �t to Eq. ., only data up to  pN were included. Solid line �t to Eq. . resulting in
∆G=.±. kbT and ∆z=.±. nm. Insets show good �ts at small forces.

maximal force to  pN, we also carefully optimized experimental conditions and sample han-
dling tominimize disorder in chromatin folding.�is resulted in a reproducible sti�ness of the
chromatin �bers, as exempli�ed by the very similar slopes in the F-D curves in Fig. .b. We
therefore conclude that the large range over which chromatin �bers exhibit Hookian extension
is characteristic for the compliance of the  nm �ber.

Linker histones do not a�ect the sti�ness of a chromatin �ber

When comparing the mechanical parameters of the folded nucleosome arrays with and with-
out linker histones (H or H) we �nd, surprisingly, that both the sti�ness and the length
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were una�ected by the presence or type of linker histones (Fig. . and Tab. .). As shown
in Fig. .a-c, the simple Hookian model accurately follows the experimental F-D relation of
the chromatin �bers over  orders of magnitude of force.�e obtained nucleosome line den-
sity varied between . ± . and . ± . nm/nucleosome, in good agreement with recent
EM measurements [] on this chromatin material and con�rms that the nucleosome arrays
were properly folded into  nm �bers. Importantly, the absence of hysteresis indicates ther-
modynamic equilibrium of all conformational changes in the time of each F-D cycle. It also
appears that the interactions driving chromatin folding are not a�ected by the presence of
linker histones, as additional contacts between the linker histones can be expected to increase
the sti�ness of the �ber, a feature that we did not observe. Fibers with and without linker hi-
stones could be stretched extensively, up to at least three time their rest length. Fibers with
linker histones could be stretched in a linear fashion up to more than  pN (Fig. .a and b).
�us, the presence of the linker histone stabilizes the �bers under external forces, which may
relate to our earlier sedimentation velocity results that showed an increased compaction of the
�ber upon inclusion of linker histones [].

�e striking di�erence with �bers lacking linker histones is the appearance of a force plateau
at . pN (Fig. .c). Contrary to high-force measurements in which concomitant DNA un-
wrapping from the histone core occurred (Supplementary Fig. ), this transition did not show
hysteresis and thus was fully in thermodynamic equilibrium. �e end-to-end distance re-
mained well within the length that can be expected for a beads-on-a-spring conformation,
indicating that the nucleosome core particles remained fully intact. �erefore the plateau in
the F-D curve of the chromatin �ber lacking linker histones should be explained by disruption
of nucleosome-nucleosome interactions which are stabilized by the linker histones.

�e nucleosomes in a  nm �ber are arranged in a solenoidal structure

How do the measured sti�ness and extension relate to the structure of the  nm chromatin
�ber?�e sti�ness of an isotropic solid cylinder is de�ned by its Young’s modulus E []:

E = kL
πR

. (.)

Using the appropriate radius R =  nm for a  nm �ber and the experimentally obtained
sti�ness k = . pN/nm and L =  nm results in a Young’s modulus of . ⋅ − GPa,
which is  orders of magnitude smaller than typical tabulated values of structured proteins.
Furthermore, we are not aware of any bulk material that has a tensile strength that allows for
stretchingmore than  times its rest length in a linear fashion, like the �bers shown in Fig. .a-
c that exhibit stretching from  nm up to more than  nm. Hence, it must be the structure
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of the �ber, rather than its isotropic elasticity that provides its extraordinary high compliance.

Most proposed structures of chromatin folding are based on one-on-one stacking of nucleo-
somes [, ], as suggested from crystal structures [, ], cross linking studies [] and EM on
nucleosome core particles [] and natively assembled nucleosome arrays []. �e two pre-
vailing models of the  nm �ber are a one-start and the two-start helix. In both these models
�ber folding is driven by nucleosome stacking.�e order of stacking however makes the dif-
ference between the two alternative folding conformations. In the one-start helix neighboring
nucleosomes interact forming a single super helical ribbon, whilst in the two-start helix even
and odd number nucleosomes stack into two parallel ribbons. A one-start helical spring com-
posed of a single ribbon of stacked nucleosomes can be modeled as a simple helical spring
yielding a sti�ness of []:

k = 
N

Gr

R
, (.)

with N turns of a ribbon of radius r and shear modulus G de�ned as G = E/( + σ). �e
Poisson ratio σ depends on the compressibility of the material and is typically between . and
.. With σ = ., r = . nm,N = / and k = . pN/nmaYoung’smodulus of ⋅− GPa
was obtained. �is is smaller than reported for typical proteins, but similar to the Young’s
modulus of elastin, a protein that has a very high elasticity due to the disordered structure of
its polypeptide chains. �us, the measured sti�ness of the chromatin �ber is consistent with
the elasticity of disordered proteins that act as entropic springs. Indeed the histone tails, which
are disordered polypeptide chains, have been shown to be responsible for the nucleosome-
nucleosome interactions [], and may thereby determine the �exibility of the �ber.

Whereas the small sti�ness that we obtained is indicative of a helical structure of the chromatin
�ber, its value does not have the accuracy to discriminate between one or two start con�gu-
rations. �e total length of the Hookian regime in the F-D curve is more informative in this
respect. Fibers containing  nucleosomes without linker histones could be stretched up to
 nm (Fig. .), corresponding to . nm per nucleosome. �e stretching of a solenoidal
structure of  nucleosomes is schematically depicted in Fig. .a and b. Upon pulling, a
solenoidal structure can stretch into a continuous stack of nucleosomes, represented by the
stack-of-coins structure of the maximally extended �ber (Fig. .c).�e distance between the
nucleosomes in such an arrangement can easily be spanned by the protruding histone tails that
add to the . nm height of the nucleosome core []. If the nucleosomes in the �ber were to
be arranged in a two-start structure [], stretching of the two parallel ribbons up to  nm
would exceed the height of a nucleosome by a factor of over , prohibiting physical contacts
between the NCP’s even when their extruding tails would be fully stretched.�us theHookian
behavior of the �ber, its length, its compliance and its transition to a beads-on-a-string struc-
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Figure .: Schematic representations of chromatin �ber conformations at di�erent forces a)
F = pN, representing the most condensed conformation of the �ber. b)�e extension at . pN
is equivalent to the expected average extension due to thermal �uctuations. c) Fully extended
chromatin �ber at  pN. �e height of  stacked nucleosomes matches the observed maximum
extension of the �ber before rupture.
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ture provide quantitative support for the  nmchromatin �ber to be organized in a solenoidal,
one-start topology [].

Quanti�cation of the nucleosome-nucleosome interaction energy

Because chromatin higher order folding is driven by nucleosome stacking the high tensile
strength that we obtained can only be provided by strong interactions between the nucleo-
somes. To understand chromatin higher order folding it is therefore essential to obtain an ac-
curate number on the interaction energy between stacking nucleosomes. In a previous force
spectroscopy study Cui and Bustamante [] reported a nucleosome-nucleosome interaction
energy of . kbT , which seems rather low to maintain stacking at forces of several piconew-
tons. However, this value was obtained in absence of Mg+, which is known to be required for
the folding and stability of chromatin higher structures [, ]. We therefore tested whether
Mg+ depletionwould a�ect the force required to disrupt the higher order structure by �owing
in a bu�er lacking magnesium acetate. Fibers without linker histones exhibited a signi�cant
decondensation a�er depletion of Mg+, as shown in Fig. .a. �e decondensation of the
�bers was reversible upon replenishment with bu�er containing Mg+. Upon repeated un-
folding and refolding of the �bers we observed a gradual decrease in both condensation and
hysteresis (Fig..b). �e hysteresis represents the total work involved with the ruptures that
occur in the �ber during the F-D cycle and was quanti�ed by numerical integration. Inter-
estingly, the hysteresis only decreased when the �ber was held in an extended conformation
and we therefore plotted the interaction energy as a function of the time the chromatin �ber
was held in a stretched conformation.�e resulting mono-exponential decay of the hysteresis
is characteristic of �rst order reaction kinetics. �is reaction, having an o�-rate of . s−,
might be attributed to the dissociation of Mg+ from the �ber. Independent of its physical
origin however, it is clear that Mg+depletion gradually decreases the interactions that main-
tain higher order folding and that an accurate assessment of the interaction strength should
therefore include the transient e�ects related to stretching the �ber.
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Figure .: Mg+ stabilizes nucleosome stacking. a) Upon depletion of Mg+hysteresis was ob-
served in F-D curves of chromatin �bers without linker histones. Multiple F-D cycles obtained
from a single �ber are shown, their order indicated by the numbers next to the curves. �e �bers
without linker histones initially ruptured at . pN and did not fully refold upon repeated F-D
cycles. Backward traces (red dots) were �tted with two WLC in series i.e. Eq. . with α set to
 and pDNA �xed to  nm (red line). Fitting the three remaining free parameters resulted in
pBoS=.±. nm, LBoS = ± nm, LDNA = ± nm and R = .. b) �e hysteresis in
successive F-D cycles decreased exponentially with the time the �ber was held in an extended
conformation.

What is the interaction energy when partial rupture of the �ber is taken into account? From
the �rst F-D curve a�erMg+ depletion we estimated, based on the extension at low force, that
approximately half of the �ber already unfolded during bu�er exchange. Taking this partial
unfolding into account yields a free energy of nucleosome stacking of approximately  kbT
per nucleosome pair. A�er a large number of F-D cycles the hysteresis entirely disappears,
which is indicative of the absence of any higher order structure, see Fig. .a. �e resulting
beads-on-a-string �ber is expected to follow a single WLC with a reduced contour length
LBoS due to DNA wrapping around the histone core and a reduced persistence length pBoS
due to the sharp kinks in the trajectory of the DNA path []. We obtained a good �t with
pBoS=.±. nm, approaching the value previously reported []. �e obtained contour
lengths LBoS = ± nm and LDNA = ± nm show good agreement with the expected
dimensions of the �ber as schematically depicted in Fig. .. Not only these contour lengths
but also the reduced apparent persistence length relative to DNA demonstrates that no DNA
unwrapping from the nucleosome cores has occurred as a reduced apparent persistence length
points at kinks in the DNA trajectory []. DNA exits in an angle of approximately  degrees
from the core particle. Unwrapping leads to a much larger opening angle and as a result the
apparent persistence length approaches that of DNA (see Chapter  of this thesis). In conclu-
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sion, these experiments both explain the low value for nucleosome-nucleosome interaction
energy reported previously [] and highlight the essential role of Mg+ ions in stabilizing
nucleosome-nucleosome stacking interactions.

Mg+stabilizes nucleosome stacking under physiological conditions

Can the force plateau in the presence of Mg+ also be attributed to nucleosome unstacking?
A�er having established that the beads-on-a-string �ber accurately follows a WLC, we can
now quantify the changes in �ber length during forced disruption under more physiological
conditions that include Mg+. �e interaction energy can be calculated in a straight forward
manner [] by multiplying the length increase at the force plateau (from  to  nm) with
the force (. pN), which are both obtained from Fig. .c and dividing it by the number of
nucleosome pairs (), resulting in  kbT . For amore accurate assessment we need to take the
compliance of both the folded �ber and the �anking DNA into account by expanding Eq. .
with an expression for the extension of the ruptured �ber. Using the length of the �anking
DNA and a linear combination of the fraction of unstacked nucleosomes α, in equilibrium
with the fraction of stacked nucleosomes ( − α) the F-D curve should follow:

z (F) = zWLC (F , LDNA, pDNA) + [ − α (F)] z(F , L , k) + α (F) zWLC (F , LBoS , pBoS) ,
(.)

with

α (F) = [ + exp(∆G − F∆z
kbT

)]
−
, (.)

in which ∆G represents the free energy of nucleosome stacking, and ∆z the length increase
upon nucleosome unstacking. A similar expression was recently derived for force induced
structural transitions in polysaccharides []. To reduce the number of free variables pBoS
and LBoS were �xed to the values obtained from �tting �bers lacking higher order structure,
as shown in Fig. .a and that are consistent with those reported by Cui and Bustamante [].
pDNA is well documented and was �xed to  nm, which was reproduced in the F-D curve of
bare DNA, shown in Suppl. Fig. .�e remaining �ve variables i.e. LDNA, L, k, ∆G and△z
were used to �t the F-D curve shown in Fig .C. Eqs. . and . accurately describe the full
F-D cycle, including the transition observed at . pN.�e length increase upon nucleosome
unstacking of . nm approaches the expected length of  bp of linker DNA that should be
added upon unstacking of a pair of nucleosomes.�e free energy of nucleosome stacking cor-
responded to . kbT , matching the value obtained fromextrapolation of the non-equilibrium
disruption of chromatin �bers in absence of Mg+, see Fig. .b. It is also in close agreement
with our previous measurements on the interaction energy between individual nucleosomes
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Figure .:  bp repeat length �bers are longer and sti�er. F-D curve of a  bp repeat length
nucleosome array. �e �ber behaves qualitatively similar to  bp repeat length �bers, showing
Hookian extension in both the forward (black) and the backward trace (red). �e �t to Eq. .,
black line, however reveals less condensation and a higher sti�ness.

in a DNA�ber sparsely decorated with nucleosomes [].�e large interaction energy and the
excellent �t to the two statemodel of Eq. ., supports the interpretation of our data in terms of
one-on-one stacking of nucleosomes.�us, all the details of the F-D pro�le of the chromatin
�bers can be quantitatively understood in terms of the rupture of stacked nucleosomes in a
solenoidal chromatin �ber.

 bp NRL chromatin �bers are longer and sti�er, consistent with a two-
start helix

�e most compelling evidence for a two-start helical organization of chromatin �bers comes
from cross linking [] and crystallography [] data on  bp NRL chromatin arrays. Visu-
alization by EM revealed however that such �bers have a smaller diameter and a signi�cantly
larger length compared to  bp NRL �bers.�is suggests a di�erent folding, i.e. a two start
helix []. To test this hypothesis we reconstituted *NRL �bers, andmeasured their com-
pliance (Fig..). Compared to the * bp NRL �bers all * bp NRL �bers were longer
at . pN and stretched less at  pN force.�us, independent of any structural interpretation,
the slopes of the F-D curves were all higher than those of the * bpNRL �bers.�ough the
�bers exhibited more heterogeneity and non-speci�c sticking to the �ow cell, indicating more
disorder, the F-D curves also feature a linear extension that was �tted to Eq. .. �e average
sti�ness of the * bp NRL �bers appeared to be . times larger than the sti�ness of the
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Table .: �e mechanical parameters that de�ne chromatin structure. Average and standard
error of mean of the �tting parameters to Eq. . for chromatin �bers containing H, H and
lacking linker histone, selected to contain  nucleosomes. aFit was limited to the Hookian range
i.e. F <  pN. bF-D curves of �bers without linker histones �tted to Eq. . using pBoS =  nm,
as obtained from Fig. .a and pDNA =  nm.

Linker histone NRL (bp) k(pN/nm) L(nm) LDNA(nm) ∆G (kbT)

H  . ± .  ±   ±  -
H  . ± .  ±   ±  -
nonea  . ± .  ±   ±  -
noneb  . ± .  ±   ±  . ± .
H  . ± .  ±   ±  -

Linker histone NRL (bp) ∆z(nm) N < R >

H   .
H   .
nonea   .
noneb  . ± .  .
H   .

* bpNRL�bers (Tab. .). Like the EMdatawe �nd an increased length of * bpNRL
�bers [].�e increase in sti�ness is consistent with the nucleosomes being arranged into two
twisted ribbons of half the length, which would quadruple the sti�ness. We found a relative
increase of only . together with a smaller R of the �t and a larger rest length of the �ber.
All these observations hint at increased disorder relative to the * bp NRL �bers. Fur-
ther quanti�cation, however, requires more advanced analysis (Chien et al., in preparation).
Importantly, if the sti�ness that we report would originate from stretching an isotropic rod
instead of a double helical stack, pulling the longer and thinner * bp NRL �bers would
yield a decreased instead of an increased sti�ness. �erefore the F-D measurements on the
* bp NRL chromatin �bers con�rm that these �bers are arranged in two twisted stacks,
consistent with a two-start helix.

. Discussion

Single molecule force spectroscopy provides a unique way to probe the interactions that drive
chromatin folding. By using well-de�ned chromatin arrays it was possible to analyze F-D
curves using the framework of classical mechanics, allowing for detailed quantitative inter-
pretation with nm and sub-pN resolution. Because chromatin �bers were not stained, dried,
surface deposited or exposed to extreme bu�er conditions, the �bers could adopt their thermo-
dynamically most favorable conformation. �is allowed us to probe higher order chromatin
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structure directly, under physiological conditions and without preparation artifacts. Further-
more, it was possible to reproduce F-D curves on each individual �ber, con�rming thermody-
namic equilibrium, and to unequivocally verify the presence of each nucleosome in the �ber.
�e possibility tomanipulate �bers individually and to select speci�c �bers is unique to single-
molecule techniques and warrants new possibilities for revealing the heavily debated structure
of chromatin �bers.

�e single molecule force spectroscopy experiments agree well with recent EM and sedimen-
tation velocity data that established a linker histone-dependent compaction of  bp NRL ar-
rays into a -nm chromatin �bers []. -bp NRL arrays displayed a limited linker histone-
dependent compaction, resulting in thinner �bers. Allmethods indicate that the linker histone
stabilizes the higher order structure, which in the case of force spectroscopy shows as a higher
rupture force. �e current data go beyond the sedimentation velocity and EM analysis since
they provide direct evidence for the topology of both types of �bers. Furthermore, by �tting the
F-D curves to a Hookianmodel we show that the presence of linker histones does not result in
more compact �bers in absence of force, but instead increases the tensile strength of the �ber.
�e high compliance and the rupture of nucleosome stacking at  pN that we report here may
translate into di�erences in overall compaction when measured by sedimentation velocity or
EM as the centrifugal forces and the forces involved with surface deposition may be su�cient
to induce partial unstacking of the nucleosomes. Since single molecule force spectroscopy can
separate force induced extension from di�erences in rest length it can give a more accurate
value for the nucleosome packing density of the highly compliant chromatin �bers.

By looking at the total contour length of the �ber under conditions with and without Mg+we
showed that noDNAwas unwrapped from the histone core at forces below  pN.�e latermay
seem surprising when compared to pulling experiments on single nucleosomes which feature
unwrapping of  bp at  pN and full unwrapping at  pN []. It appears however that the
embedding of a nucleosome in an array of nucleosomes stabilizes the wrapped conformation.
�is is consistent with the �nding that full unwrapping in the context of a nucleosomal array
requires - pN [–], signi�cantly more than in the mono-nucleosome experiment. In
vivo, nucleosomes are always �anked by neighbouring nucleosomes, which stresses the rele-
vance of this higher tensile strength.

Does the high compliance of the condensed chromatin �ber have any physiological relevance?
Even these highly regular, strongly condensed �bers featured an extraordinary small sti�ness,
which results in large thermal �uctuations in their extension, following equipartition theorem:


 kz

 = 
 kbT (.)

�e root-mean-squared amplitude of these �uctuations at room temperature exceeds  nm
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for a �ber consisting of  nucleosomes. �us the low sti�ness of the  nm �ber allows for
thermal �uctuations of about % of its length, but larger �uctuation will also occur. Fig. .b
shows that the nucleosomal DNA in �bers stretched to such extensions is relatively well ex-
posed.�us the breathing of the folded structure without unstacking of the nucleosomes that
is the consequence of the observed high compliance can be of biological importance since it
provides eukaryotic cells with the opportunity to combine structural transparency with a high
compaction of chromatin.

In recent work Poirier et al. [] studied the enzymatic accessibility of nucleosomal DNA in
homogeneous arrays similar to the arrays used here but with a  bp NRL. By comparison
of the digestion rates of target sites in a mononucleosome with the same sites within a nucle-
osomal array they found that nucleosome organization into chromatin �bers changes the ac-
cessibility of nucleosomal DNA only modestly.�e relative accessibility varied from ∼ −fold
decreases to ∼ −fold increases. Linker DNA however was severely occluded compared to
bare DNA.�e relatively open structure of the �ber that we report here is clearly required for
this surprising �nding. �e increase in accessibility, that points to enhanced unwrapping of
the nucleosomal DNA, may reduce the bending of the linker DNA that is characteristic for
one-start helical folding of the �ber.�e amplitude of the thermal �uctuations is however in-
su�cient to render enzymatic access to the linker DNA that remains in the central region of
the �ber. Hence both studies support the picture of a dynamic, �exible chromatin �ber that
has a relatively open structure.

How do our �ndings on reconstituted model �bers relate to the structure of native chromatin?
Although for any species and cell type the linker DNA length is variable, it varies around a
characteristic distinct length. Analysis of nucleosome repeat lengths found in nature showed
broad maxima at , , ,  bp [, ], providing evidence that linker lengths are quan-
tized and satisfy the equation  bp+n, where n is an integer number. Recent genome-wide
analysis of nucleosome positions in the yeast genome [] also provide evidence for well de-
�ned linker DNA lengths. Our model �bers re�ect the dominant NRL distributions found in
nature. Previous studies [, ] con�rmed that the model �bers used in our study have the
same folding pathway and dimensions as native chromatin �bers. Furthermore, EM analysis
has shown that model �bers with NRLs of , ,  and  bp form the same structure,
tolerating a wide range of linker DNA lengths. �e  NRL nucleosome array of which a
tetramer was crystallized and was shown to fold in a two-start helix [], features di�erent di-
mensions []. �is �nding was substantiated by our current data comparing  and  bp
�bers. It is likely that in vivo a number of structures will coexist because of heterogeneity in
NRL. However, to decipher what these structures are requires model �bers with de�ned NRLs
and histone content as used in this study.
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Another important �nding in our experiments is that the nucleosome-nucleosome interaction
energy is  times higher than reported before []. It is known that not only Mg+ but also
an ionic strength of at least  mM is required for the stability of chromatin folding [, ].
�e experiments of Cui and Bustamante were performed at  mM NaCl and in absence of
Mg+and it is therefore likely that under those conditions only partially compacted �bers were
measured. We have shown that in absence ofMg+ we could reproduce this smaller interaction
energy in the entire �ber, but that it is indeed accompanied by defects in nucleosome stacking.
A higher ionic strength and the presence of Mg+ is also expected to better approach the ionic
conditions in vivo and our �ndings underscore the necessity to study chromatin structure un-
der conditions that are representative of its natural environment.

�e high interaction energy also has implications for the values used in computational chro-
matin �bre modeling. A small interaction energy has been the basis to model the higher order
structure of chromatin, which generally favors zig-zag conformations [–]. A net free en-
ergy of nucleosome-nucleosome interaction of  kbT , as we report here, implies that the in-
teractions between nucleosomes can accommodatemuchmore DNA bending than previously
thought.�is will yield very di�erent outcomes in structural computations and may favor he-
lical folding over a zig-zag structure. Whereas in the zig-zag model the linker length directly
determines the diameter of the �ber, EM measurements show that this is not the case [].
�us the question remains, what determines the diameter of the �ber? Recent theoretical
modeling suggests tight packing of nucleosomes as the mechanism determining the diameter
of  nm �bres [].�e high interaction energy that we report here de�nitely supports such
a suggestion, but we also show that the stacking of nucleosomes is quite �exible. From our
measurements on di�erent NRLs it is clear though that the length of the linker DNA remains
a major parameter in organizing chromatin.

A nucleosome-nucleosome interaction of  kbT corresponds to an equilibrium constant for
unstacking of −, i.e. in equilibrium one of every million nucleosomes is unstacked. An
interaction this strong implies that an active mechanism to disrupt nucleosome-nucleosome
interactions is required if DNA is to be unpacked. One such mechanism can be the speci�c
modi�cation of histone residues. A prime candidate for such a modi�cation is acetylation of
K in the N-terminal tail of H [] which is located in a region of the H tail that makes
speci�c contactswith the surface ofHA-HBon an adjacent nucleosome, as seen in the crystal
structure of nucleosome cores [].�is provides a physical mechanism for epigenetic control
of transcription.

A possibly equally important physical mode of control is the variation of linker length between
the nucleosomes. Our results con�rm that the topology of the �ber, but not themode of stack-
ing the nucleosomes, is dependent on the NRL. It is well established that transcriptionally ac-
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tive nuclei, found for example in yeast and neurons, o�en feature short linker lengths [].�e
relatively high disorder that we found in  bpNRL �bers, in combinationwith the previously
reported smaller condensation, may be intrinsic to the chromatin structure of short NRLs as a
consequence of increased bending of the linker DNA compared to  bp NRL �bers.�e free
energy of nucleosome stacking in the  bp NRL �bers that we report here represents the net
free energy in the context of a chromatin �ber. It is the sum of the attractive stacking interac-
tion between the nucleosomes and the energetic penalty for bending the linker DNA between
them. Because the histone composition and the bu�er conditions were identical in the two
di�erent NRL arrays that we measured, it must be the linker DNA that changed the interac-
tions that drive overall �ber folding. An increased DNA bending in short NRL �bers would
explain a decrease of the free energy of nucleosome stacking which in turn results in a more
open chromatin structure. It may therefore be the decreased stacking probability rather than
the alternative topology of short NRL chromatin that is functionally relevant for transcription
control.

�e physical origin and the extend of distorted stacking of nucleosomes is currently under in-
vestigation.�e highly regular chromatin �bers used in this study provide a reference for com-
parisonwith �bers that bear thewide variety of histone composition, NRL, post-transcriptional
modi�cations and other marks that are abundantly present in native chromatin. On top of
these variations in chromatin composition, chromatin in vivo is continuously subject to forces
that are generated by chromatin remodelers, RNA and DNA polymerases and other DNA
based molecular motors. �e magnitude of these forces is hard to estimate but these DNA
based molecular motors typically have a stalling force of - pN [, ].�us it is clear that
all the force induced structural rearrangements reported here are within the realm of the nu-
clear DNA machinery. Overall, our �ndings not only provide strong evidence for a one-start
helical topology of the  nm �ber but also provide quantitative parameters that characterize
the highly dynamic organization of chromatin.

Methods

DNA and chromatin �bers

 repeats of a  bp  DNA sequence were produced in several cloning steps, using the
low-copy-number vector pETcoco- (Novagen). DNA was linearized by XhoI and NheI di-
gestion, and �lled in dUTP-digoxigenin at the XhoI end and dUTP-biotin at the NheI end.
Chromatin �bers were reconstituted through salt dialysis with competitor DNA ( bp) and
histone octamers puri�ed from chicken erythrocytes. A second salt dialysis was performed
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for incorporating linker histones H or H [].

Flow cell

A clean cover slip was coated with poly-d-lysine (Sigma), and then with a mixture of poly-
ethyleneglycol (PEG) containing % w/v mPEG-Succinimidyl Propionic Acid (SPA)-
and .% biotin-PEG-N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)- (Nektar). �e coverslip was then
mounted on a poly-di-methysiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning) �ow cell containing xx.
mm �ow channel. Further surface preparation was performed inside the channel with speci�c
binding of . mg/ml streptavidin (Sigma) for  minutes.

Sample preparation

�e �ow cell was �ushed with  ml measurement bu�er (MB) ( mMHEPES pH .,  mM
KAc,  mM MgAc,  mM NaN , .% (v/v) Tween-, (+) .% (w/v) BSA), followed by
. µg chromatin �bers diluted in  µl MB for  min, and subsequently with  ml MB, then
 µg  µm paramagnetic beads (DYNAL MyOne) coated with anti-digoxigenin (Roche) and
diluted in  µl MB (+). A�er  min incubation, the cell was rinsed by  ml MB (+) at �ow
rate of  µl/s.

Magnetic tweezers

Chromatin �ber-tethered paramagnetic beads were imaged in a home built inverted micro-
scope . Force extension curves were generated using dynamic force microscopy as described
[]. Contrary to previous experiments on chromatin �bers with optical tweezers that act as
a position clamp [, , ], magnetic tweezers are operated as a force clamp. Rupture events
will thus appear as an increase in extension rather than a decrease in force, which produces
the characteristic spikes in F-D curves obtained with optical tweezers.
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CHAPTER 

Thermal Fluctuations of
Neighbouring Nucleosomes increase

Nucleosome Stability

Abstract

Nucleosomes play a fundamental role in DNA compaction. For a greater understanding of
processes that involve protein DNA interaction it is therefore imperative to determine phys-
ical properties such as the interaction energy between the DNA and the histone core. �ese
properties are generally studied using force spectroscopy. DNA unwraps in two steps from
the histone core. Experiments on single nucleosomes and nucleosomes in a �ber revealed an
unexpected di�erence of the unwrapping force of the unwrapping of the �rst turn and unwrap-
ping of the second turn. �e unwrapping forces for a single nucleosome were much smaller,
 pN for the �rst turn and  pN for the second turn, than those for a nucleosome in a �ber,
 pN and  pN respectively. Here wemodeled a nucleosome-DNA-bead system, used in force
spectroscopy experiments, as spheres and springs. We found that the thermal �uctuations of
neighbouring nucleosomes stabilized the nucleosome thereby increasing the unwrapping force
for a nucleosome in a �ber.�is e�ect shows that results obtained for single nucleosomes can-
not simply be extrapolated to a system containing more than  nucleosome.

A manuscript based on this chapter has been submitted for publication.
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. Introduction

Chromatin structure plays a fundamental role in the regulation of nuclear processes such as
DNA transcription, replication, recombination, and repair. �e basic repeating unit of chro-
matin, the nucleosome core particle, organizes  bp of DNA in . le�-handed superhelical
turns around an octamer of four core histones [–]. �e nucleosome is a dynamic entity in
which the DNA transiently unwraps from the histone core. In vitro linear nucleosome arrays
fold into a �ber of  nm diameter [, ]. �e mechanical stability of single nucleosomes []
(Chapter  of this thesis) as well as chromatin �bers [–] (Chapter  of this thesis) have
been intensively studied by force spectroscopy. Such measurements on single nucleosomes
show unwrapping of the �rst turn of DNA, occurring at  pN, and unwrapping of the sec-
ond turn at  pN [] (Chapter  of this thesis). In contrast, experiments on chromatin �bers
did not show unwrapping of the �rst turn of DNA until the force is increased to  pN (Chap-
ter  of this thesis). Similarly, unwrapping of the second turn of DNA from a nucleosome
embedded in chromatin occurs at forces much higher (F >  pN) than for a single nucleo-
some (F >∼  pN) []. Since some of these experiments were performed at constant force,
the striking di�erence between the unwrapping forces of single nucleosomes and �bers can-
not be explained by the di�erence in loading rate, which determines the unwrapping force in
non-equilibrium conditions [].�e large di�erences in unwrapping forces warrants a closer
inspection of the (un)wrapping dynamics of nucleosomes under force before extrapolation to
the in vivo DNA organisation of chromatin �bers can be made.

To investigate the apparent discrepancies in unwrapping forces between the di�erent struc-
tures we will �rst analyse the unwrapping of single nucleosomes with and without a tether to
a surface. From this analysis we will see that a nucleosome tethered to a surface is subject to
force �uctuations. To calculate the e�ect of the force �uctuations it is necessary to include
the geometry of the �ber and the mechanical coupling generally used in these experiments:
a DNA molecule attached to a �xed surface on one end and a bead on the other end. With
the description of this system we �t experimental data obtained byMihardja et al. [] and �nd
that the energy landscape is asymmetric. Which, in combination with the force �uctuations
and the large change in sti�ness of the DNA during unwrapping, drives the nucleosome into
the wrapped state. When we compare single nucleosomes to nucleosomes in �bers we �nd
that the force �uctuations that the nucleosome experiences in the �bers is much larger than
the �uctuations in a force spectroscopy experiment on a single nucleosome. Since larger force
�uctuations drive the nucleosome towards the wrapped state, a nucleosome in a �ber will un-
wrap at a higher force. �is phenomenon is similar to the mechanism of thermal ratchets in
which stochastic �uctuations can drive an object in a speci�c direction if the energy landscape
would be asymmetric.
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a) b) c)

Figure .: (a) Schematic overview of the energy landscape (black line) shows the distances in re-
action coordinates between the wrapped and unwrapped state and the transition state. Increasing
the force tilts the energy landscape (dashed line) and changes the height of the energy barrier. (b)
A schematic overview of a mononucleosome in a magnetic tweezers setup. (c) A model of a nu-
cleosome tethered to a surface. �e nucleosome (dark grey sphere) �uctuates around a position
z and is attached on both ends to two springs with spring constant k/.

. AModel for a Single Nucleosome Under Force

Let us �rst consider a single nucleosome in solution. A simple model for the energy landscape
for unwrapping of the nucleosome is depicted by the solid line in Fig. .a, where a nucleo-
some in the unwrapped state is separated from the wrapped state by an energy barrier Eb .�e
lifetime, τ, of a state (wrapped or unwrapped) of the nucleosome in free solution is [, ]

τ =


ω
exp( Eb

kbT
) , (.)

with ω a frequency factor and kbT the thermal energy. Because the DNA ends are free to
move, the motion of the nucleosome does not a�ect the energy landscape of unwrapping.
�is changes, however, when the nucleosome is tethered to a �xed surface. Any movement
of the nucleosome will change the tension in the tether, thereby applying a force to the DNA
exiting from the nucleosome. �is force will tilt the energy landscape (Fig. .a dashed line)
and changes the height of the energy barrier. To quantify the e�ect of the change in height of
the energy barrier on the dynamics of the DNA of a nucleosome, we describe the dependence
of the lifetime of a state i of the nucleosome on a force F by an Arrhenius-like expression

τ i (F) = τ, i exp(−
Fa i
kbT

) , (.)
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a) b)

Figure .: Modeling nucleosome thermal motion. (a) �e magnetic bead and the nucleosome
are modeled as spheres, the radius of the bead is  µm and the radius of the nucleosome  nm.
�e DNA is modeled as a spring, with a spring constant calculated from Eq. . using a contour
length of  nm, a persistence length of  nm at a force of  pN. (b) �e model for the power
spectral density (PSD) of the nucleosome (solid line) can be approximated by the sum of the PSD
of the bead (dashed line) and the PSD of the nucleosome if it was attached between two �xed
points (dotted line).

with a i the distance in reaction coordinates between state i and the transition state.

During a force spectroscopy experiment the force on the nucleosome is generally applied by
tethering the nucleosome between a bead and a surface and then applying a force to the bead
using a focused laser (optical tweezers) or a pair of magnets (magnetic tweezers) as depicted
in Fig. .b.�e bead will be subject to thermal �uctuations, changing the tension in the tether
and contributing to the force �uctuations on the nucleosome. A full description of themechan-
ics of the system should take the motion of the bead during a force spectroscopy experiment
into account. Let us consider the equations of motion of a DNA-nucleosome-bead system as
shown in Fig. .b. We model both the magnetic bead and the nucleosome as spheres and the
connecting DNA as springs, as depicted in Fig. .a. �e equations of motion of the whole
system become

mnuc
dznuc
dt = −znuckDNA − γnuc

dznuc
dt + (zbead − znuc) kDNA + Fnuc

mbead
dzbead
dt = − (zbead − znuc) kDNA − γbead

dzbead
dt + Fbead + Fex t ,

(.)

with m the respective masses, z the positions, and γ the drag coe�cients of the nucleosome
and the bead. Fbead and Fnuc are the Brownian forces on the bead and the nucleosome. kDNA

is the spring constant of the DNA and Fex t the external force on that the tweezers apply on
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the bead. In case of magnetic tweezers Fex t is a constant force, in case of optical tweezers
Fex t = ktrap (zbead − ztrap).�e system is overdampened (Re ≪ ) thus inertia can readily be
neglected,m dz

d t = . Since we are interested in �uctuations around a steady state, we solve the
Fourier transform of the equations of motion

 = −ZnuckDNA − πiγnucZnuc f + (Zbead − Znuc) kDNA +Fnuc

 = − (Zbead − Znuc) kDNA − πiγbeadZbead f +Fbead +Fex t ,
(.)

with Zbead and Znuc the Fourier transform of zbead and znuc , F the Fourier transform of the
Brownian force, and f the frequency. �e Fourier transform of the external force, Fex t , is
constant for magnetic tweezers and only contributes at f = : Fex t = Fex tδ ( f ). For optical
tweezers in position clamp mode, the position of the trap remains constant leading to Fex t =
ktrap (ztrapδ ( f ) + Zbead).�e drag coe�cients of the bead and themononucleosome depend
on their radius, R, and the kinematic viscosity, η, as de�ned by Stokes’ law

γ = πηR. (.)

From�uctuation dissipation theorem, it follows that the Brownian force appears as white noise
in the spectrum []:

∣F ∣ = πkbTηR. (.)

�e sti�ness of a tether can be calculated from

k (F) = dF (s)
ds

∣
s=z(F)

, (.)

with F (s) the force needed to stretch the tether to an extension s and z (F) the extension of
the tether at a constant force F, which is the inverse of F (s). If DNA is taken to be the tether,
the force needed to extend a DNA molecule with a persistence length p and a contour length
L is given by the Worm-Like-Chain (WLC) model []

FWLC (z) = kbT
p

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣



 ( − z
L )
 −



+ z
L

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (.)

At large forces (F >  pN) the elastic stretching of the DNAmolecule cannot be neglected [].
�e elastic stretching spring constant of a DNA molecule is

kES =
K
L
, (.)

with K the stretching modulus of DNA.�us the spring constant of a DNA molecule for the
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full force range is given by a entropic spring (Eq. .) and an elastic spring (Eq. .) in series

kDNA (F) = kESkWLC (F)
kES + kWLC (F) , (.)

with kWLC (F) and ke l ast i c (F) from Eqs. . and ..�e spring constant of a DNAmolecule
depends on the external force, the contour length and the persistence length of the molecule.

We �rst compute the power spectral density (PSD) of the motion of the nucleosome-bead sys-
tem. �e PSD shows that in the case of a constant external force of  pN, at low frequencies
( f <  Hz) the bead dominates the motion of the nucleosome (Fig. .b). At high frequen-
cies ( f ≫  Hz) the motion of the bead gets dampened out due to its larger radius and the
nucleosome behaves like a sphere attached between two �xed points.

�e solutions for the PSD of the nucleosome of Eq. . can be split into two contributions, the
bead without nucleosome, ∣Zbead ,sol (F)∣, and the nucleosome without bead, ∣Znuc ,sol (F)∣

(Fig. .b)
∣Znuc ,tot (F)∣ = ∣Zbead ,sol (F)∣ + ∣Znuc ,sol (F)∣ . (.)

�e average �uctuations in position of the nucleosome are calculated from the PSD using

σ z = ∫
∞

−∞

∣Z (F)∣ d f . (.)

Leading to the contribution of the bead to the thermal motion of the nucleosome

σ z ,bead (F) =
kbT

kDNA (F) + ktrap
, (.)

with kDNA (F) the sti�ness of the entire DNAmolecule that links the nucleosome to the bead
and the surface and ktrap the sti�ness of an optical trap (for magnetic tweezers and an optical
trap in constant force mode ktrap = ). For the PSD contribution of the nucleosome we get

σ z ,nuc =
kbT

kDNA, (F) + kDNA, (F)
, (.)

with kDNA, (F) the sti�ness of the DNA below the nucleosome, and kDNA, (F) the sti�ness
of the DNA above the nucleosome.
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. �e E�ect of�ermal Motion onWrapping Dynamics

When the energy landscape is rocked back and forth the lifetimes change continuously, leading
us to calculate the average lifetime of state i from the average rate constant, k = /τ, using
Eq. . [, ]

⟨τ i (F (t))⟩ = ⟨k i (F (t))⟩−

= τ, i ⟨exp [ F(t)a i
kbT

]⟩
−

= τ, i ( ∫
∞

−∞

P (F , σ F) exp [ Fa i
kbT

] dF)
−

= τ i (F) exp [− ai
(kbT)

σ F] ,

(.)

with P (F , σ F) the probability distribution of the force �uctuations, which is normally dis-
tributed around the average force F with a variance of σ F . From Eq. . we see that the life-
time of each state is decreased due to the force �uctuations. More importantly, if the energy
landscape is asymmetric (au ≠ aw), the lifetime of the state with the shortest distance to the
transition state decreases less than the lifetime of the other state, driving the nucleosome to-
wards this state. Furthermore, we see from Eq. . that this e�ect becomes stronger with
increasing force �uctuations. Since the nucleosome is subject to thermal motion, the energy
landscape of the nucleosome will constantly tilt back and forth. �us the (un)wrapping of a
nucleosome can be described as a rocked thermal ratchet [–].

As we have seen the thermal motion of the nucleosome can be split into two components, each
component results in a force to the DNA of the nucleosome.�e average contributions to the
force caused by each component is calculated from Eqs. . and .

σ F = kσ z = kbTk. (.)

�us, the sti�ness of the tether, k, is the only variable which determines the force �uctuations.
Using Eq. . we �nd that the force �uctuations grow with increasing force and decreasing
contour length.

Combining Eqs. ., ., ., and ., we get for the average lifetime of a state of the nucle-
osome

⟨τ i (F , t)⟩ = τ i (F) exp [− ai (kDNA,, i(F)+kDNA,, i(F))
kbT

]

× exp [− ai (kDNA, i(F)+k trap)
kbT

] .
(.)
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Figure .: (a) �e unwrapped lifetime �t with a simple exponential (solid line) and the force-
�uctuation corrected model (dashed line). (b)�e wrapped lifetime �t with a simple exponential
(solid line) and the force-�uctuation corrected model (dashed line).

Eq. . describes the lifetime of the wrapped or unwrapped state of a single nucleosome teth-
ered between a surface and a bead as depicted in Fig. .b, which we can use to �t the force-
lifetime curve obtained from single molecule force spectroscopy experiments.

. ComparisonWith Experiments on Mononucleosomes

Let us use Eq. . to extract the distance between the wrapped and unwrapped state and the
transition state from single molecule force spectroscopy experiments. Mihardja et al. [] mea-
sured mononucleosome (un)wrapping dynamics under constant force using optical tweezers.
Since the lifetime depends exponentially on the sti�ness which in turn depends on the contour
length and the apparent persistence length of the tethering DNAwe need to carefully consider
the DNA-nucleosome-bead geometry. In the experiments of Mihardja et al. [], the length of
DNA, before unwrapping, on one side of the nucleosome was  nm and on the other side
 nm leading to a total contour length of  nm. Furthermore, it was shown that a kink
or bend in the DNA, induced by a nucleosome, reduces the apparent persistence length of the
DNA [–] (Chapter  of this thesis).�e dimensions in this particular experiment result in
a reduced apparent persistence length of  nm (Chapter  of this thesis) compared to  nm
for DNA that does not contain a kink.

�e �ts of the data to Eq. . are depicted in Fig. .a and b. In this case the corrected model
(Eq. ., blue line) deviates only marginally from a simple exponential model (red line) which
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does not take the compliance of the tethers and the Brownian motion of the bead and nu-
cleosome into account. �e �t resulted in a distance between the unwrapped state and the
transition state au = . ± .nm, and a lifetime of the unwrapped state at zero force
τu = . ± . s. For the distance between the wrapped state and the transition state we
got aw = .±.nm and a wrapped lifetime of τw = .± . s, resulting in an equilibrium
constant of K = τw

τu
=  for wrapping in absence of force, this large equilibrium constant

in absence of force con�rms that the nucleosome is a very stable structure. Mihardja et al.
found a lifetime of the unwrapped state of τu = . s and a lifetime of the wrapped state of
τw =  s.�ey �t their data with an equation that accounts for the decreased hop size they
see with increasing force, which explains the di�erence between their results and our results.
However we did not see this behavior in our experiments on mononucleosomes (see Chap-
ter  of this thesis). �is counter intuitive approach results in an improbable large lifetime of
the wrapped state. Li et al. [] measured the zero-force lifetimes of nucleosome breathing di-
rectly using bulk FRET.�ey observed a wrapped lifetime of . s and an unwrapped lifetime
of . s. Our lifetimes are much larger, which might be explained since we extrapolate force
induced full turn unwrapping events whilst the FRET experiments look at smaller unwrapping
lengths.

�ough the data show a slight asymmetry in the energy landscape of unwrapping, the di�er-
ence is only marginal. Similar to a rocked thermal ratchet, the force �uctuations decrease the
lifetimes of each state but due to the asymmetry in the energy landscape the lifetime of one
state will decrease more than the other which will drive the nucleosome towards the state with
the smallest distance to the transition state, in this case the wrapped state. �e larger these
�uctuations, the more the nucleosome gets driven towards the wrapped state, showing that
force �uctuations actually stabilize the nucleosome.

. Contributions of Neighbouring Nucleosomes

Now that the distances between the wrapped, the unwrapped and the transition state are
known for a single nucleosome, let us consider the motion of a single nucleosome within an
array of nucleosomes tethered between a glass surface and a bead.�e presence of neighbour-
ing nucleosomes will result in additional force �uctuations.�ese additional force �uctuations
can be calculated from the relativemotion of a neighbour and the sti�ness of theDNAbetween
the nucleosome and its neighbour. Fig. . shows the relative contribution of the neighbours
on the force �uctuations of a nucleosome. Since a nucleosome at the end of a �ber has a di�er-
ent con�guration of neighbours as a nucleosome at the center of a �ber, the force �uctuations
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Figure .:�e contribution of neighbour N to the force �uctuations of a nucleosome relative to
the �uctuations of the nucleosome.

the nucleosomes feel will be di�erent. �is situation is similar as described before (Eq. .),
but now the �uctuations of neighbouring nucleosomes add to the motion of the nucleosome
resulting in a sum over all neighbours

σ z ,ne i gh , i =∑
j

kbT
kDNA,ne i gh , j (F)

, (.)

where we estimate the sti�ness of the DNA between the nucleosomes, kDNA,ne i gh (F), using
Eq. ..

Using Eqs. ., ., ., ., and . we get for the average lifetime of a state of the nucleo-
some in a �ber

⟨τ i (F , t)⟩ = τ i (F) exp [− ai (kDNA,(F)+kDNA,(F))
kbT

]
× exp [− ai kDNA(F)

kbT
] exp [− ai

kbT ∑ j kDNA,ne i gh , j (F)] .
(.)

We need to carefully look at the contour and apparent persistence length of the DNA in the
�ber.�e �bers used in our experiments (Chapter  of this thesis) contain  nucleosomes.�e
distance between the nucleosomes is  nm and the total contour length of the �ber is  nm.
�e distance between the two neighbours of a nucleosome is therefore  nm. A�er unwrap-
ping, the length of DNA between the nucleosome and its neighbour becomes longer ( nm)
as well as the distance between the neighbours ( nm). As shown before for themononucleo-
some, the loop induced by the nucleosome in theDNA causes a change in apparent persistence
length. We expect this e�ect to be much larger for a �ber since more nucleosomes are present.
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�e change in apparent persistence length due to a loop in the DNA can be calculated from
the exit angle of the DNA wrapped around the nucleosome []. If we take for the exit angle
α = ○ (Chapter  of this theses) we get for the apparent persistence length p =  nm. How-
ever, in measurements on chromatin �bers in the beads-on-a-string con�guration we see a
apparent persistence length of  nm (Chien et al. unpublished work). �is di�erence might
be explained because the relation between the apparent persistence length and the exit angle
assumes freely rotating DNA ends which is not the case for a �ber. We took the apparent per-
sistence length found in our previousmeasurements of  nmbefore unwrapping in an array of
nucleosomes. A�er unwrapping, the exit angle is much larger α = ○ resulting in a apparent
persistence length of  nm. Due to the di�erence in opening angle, the apparent persistence
length before unwrapping is smaller than the apparent persistence length a�er unwrapping
which, combinedwith the larger contour length between nucleosomes a�er unwrapping, leads
to a change in the compliance of the �ber.

. Second Turn Unwrapping

�e lifetimes of the second turn unwrapping can also be calculated using Eq. . for a single
nucleosome and Eq. . for a nucleosome in a �ber. Again we need to consider the the con-
tour and apparent persistence length of the DNA in the �ber. For the second turn, the distance
between the nucleosomes is  nm. A�er unwrapping, the length of DNA between the nucle-
osome and its neighbour becomes longer ( nm). Again the loop induced by the nucleosome
in the DNA causes a change in apparent persistence length. For the second turn the change
in persistence length is much less than for the �rst turn, since the angle is closer to ○. If
we take for the exit angle α = ○ (see Chapter  of this thesis) we get for the apparent per-
sistence length p =  nm. Furthermore, we need to know the distance between the wrapped
and unwrapped state and the transition state. Brower-Toland et al. [] calculated the distance
between the wrapped state and the transition state to be . nm. Because the second turn of
the nucleosome does not rewrap during force spectroscopy experiments [, , ] the distance
between the unwrapped state and the transition state is not known. We chose the distance be-
tween the unwrapped state and the transition state such that it would lead to an unwrapping
of the second turn of a single nucleosome at  pN as reported by Mihardja [] resulting in a
distance of . nm.
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Figure .: (a) �e ratio between the corrected wrapped lifetime and the corrected unwrapped
time of the �rst turn for a mononucleosome (solid line), a nucleosome in the center a �ber (dash
dotted line) and a nucleosome at the end of a �ber (dashed line). �e transition between wrapped
and unwrapped state occurs near the force where the ratio crosses . (b) �e ratio between the
corrected wrapped lifetime and the corrected unwrapped time of the second turn for a mononu-
cleosome (solid line), a nucleosome in the center of a �ber (dash dotted line) and a nucleosome
at the end of a �ber (dashed line). �e transition between wrapped and unwrapped state occurs
near the force where the ratio crosses .

. Rupture Forces Depend on Force Fluctuations

Now that we can calculate the lifetimes of a nucleosome in a �ber, we can compare the lifetimes
in a �ber to the lifetimes in a mononucleosome. We de�ne the unwrapping force as the force
at which the wrapping equilibrium constant is . When this equilibrium constant is larger
than , the nucleosome spends most of its time in the wrapped state.�e reverse holds when
the equilibrium constant is smaller than . When the equilibrium constant is , wrapping and
unwrapping occurs at the same rate.�ese wrapping and unwrapping events of the �rst turn
of DNA can directly be observed in constant force time traces. �e wrapping equilibrium
constant, as calculated from Eq. . is depicted in Fig. .a for a mononucleosome and for a
�ber.�e �gure shows unwrapping occurring at a force of  pN formononucleosome and  pN
for a nucleosome embedded in a �ber. �is exactly reproduces values reported in previous
measurements [, , ] (Chapter  and  of this thesis). Furthermore it is interesting to see
that a nucleosome in the center of the �ber has an even larger rupture force than a nucleosome
at the end of the �ber.

�e quantitative model shows that when the energy landscape of the unwrapping is asym-
metric, with au > aw , force �uctuations drive the nucleosome towards the wrapped state and
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therefore increase the unwrapping force. Because the lifetimes depend exponentially on the
distance between the state and the transition state, even a small asymmetry can have a large
e�ect on the unwrapping force. �e change in sti�ness of the DNA during unwrapping also
pushes the nucleosomes into the wrapped state and for the unwrapping of the �rst turn this
e�ect dominates the change in unwrapping force. Since a nucleosome in a �ber is much closer
to its neighbours the coupling with the �uctuations of the neighbouring nucleosomes causes
the force �uctuations to be much higher, stabilizing the nucleosome and thereby increasing
the unwrapping force.

�e same argument holds for the unwrapping force of the second turn, as is depicted in Fig. .b
where the equilibrium constant of a single nucleosome is equal to  at  pN and the equilibrium
constant for a nucleosome in a �ber is equal to  at amuch higher force ( pN), which explains
the large di�erences between the unwrapping force of �bers [] and mononucleosomes [] in
force spectroscopy experiments. Here the change in sti�ness is much less and the asymmetry
plays the dominant role. Again a nucleosome in the center is more stable than a nucleosome
at the end of the �ber.

�is e�ect implies that the nucleosomes unwrap cooperatively because if a nucleosome is fully
unwrapped the length of DNA between it and a neighbouring nucleosome suddenly increases.
�is will decrease the force �uctuations for that nucleosome, which in turn will destabilizes
the next nucleosome and so forth. Furthermore, as mentioned before, since a nucleosome at
the end of a �ber is less stable than a nucleosome in the center, unwrapping is much more
likely to start at the ends of the �ber.

�e change in equilibrium constant due to the sti�ness of theDNA attached to a nucleosome is
important in any experiment where a nucleosome is attached to a surface with a small tether.
Since the size of the tether is directly related to the extend of the force �uctuations, small
tether lengths may drive the nucleosome into the wrapped state, even in absence of force.�e
lifetimes found in such experiments are underestimates of the lifetime of a nucleosome in
solution, though the equilibrium is shi�ed towards the open state.

Although such tethering seems arti�cial, they give a more accurate description of the behav-
ior of nucleosomes in vivo, since there the distance between a nucleosome and its neighbour is
generally small, in the order of  nm []. It is imperative to take the e�ect of the force �uctu-
ations into account when general conclusions are made about the in vivo situation from mea-
surements on single nucleosomes. Recent theory and simulations on the unfolding of RNA
hairpins shows a similar trend where an increased sti�ness of the tether decreases the lifetime
of the folded state [].�e arrest force of RNA polymerase, a typical DNA interacting motor
protein in a cell, is  pN at room temperature [], Fig. .c shows that at those forces the
wrapping equilibrium constant for a �ber di�ers signi�cantly from the equilibrium constant
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of a mononucleosome. �is e�ect stabilizes the nucleosome but at the same time makes it
more open, since the �uctuations between the conformations increase due to the decreased
lifetimes.

. Conclusion

We have shown that force induced unwrapping of a tethered nucleosome should be described
by a rocked energy landscape in analogy with a thermal ratchet. �is rocking decreases the
lifetimes of both thewrapped and the unwrapped state. Furthermore, the asymmetry in the en-
ergy landscape of nucleosome unwrapping drives the nucleosome towards the wrapped state.
�e asymmetry and the change in sti�ness during unwrapping results in the large di�erence
in unwrapping force that is observed between force spectroscopy experiments on �bers and
mononucleosomes. It also shows that careful consideration is in order if one wants to extrap-
olate information from experiments on mononucleosomes to the in vivo case where nucleo-
somes are always embedded in chromatin. �e neighbouring nucleosomes pick up thermal
�uctuations since the length of the DNA between the nucleosome and its neighbours is an
important parameter.
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Summary

Animals and plants are build from a large number of cells.�ese cells continuously respond to
signals from outside and inside the cell by producing various kinds of proteins.�e blueprints
of these proteins are stored in genes.�e genes, in cells with a nucleus, are carried in chromo-
somes: threadlike structures in the nucleus of a cell that become visible when the cell, upon di-
viding, condenses these structures. Chromosomes consist of roughly two parts: proteins, that
take care of the condensation and DNA, carrying the genetic information of the cell. With-
out this condensation, the DNA in a human cell would never �t into the nucleus. During a
cell division, DNA is compacted even more. �e condensation has to be done in an orderly
fashion so that the chromosomes can be replicated correctly at each cell division. Besides the
compaction, the DNA still needs to be accessible for the expression of genes. �e activity of
genes can even be controlled by regulation of the DNA compaction. For a complete under-
standing of the regulation of DNA compaction, we need to understand, at molecular detail,
not only the structure but also the dynamics of the compaction of DNA. At the �rst level of
compaction, DNA winds around speci�c proteins, called histones.�e DNA-histon complex
is called a nucleosome. Another species of histone proteins, called linker histones are known
to constrict the DNA exiting the nucleosome, thereby stabilizing the structure of the nucleo-
some. Under physiological conditions, arrays of nucleosomes fold into compact �bers called
chromatin �bers. �e transient structure of nucleosomes and the interaction between nucle-
osomes in a chromatin �ber, plays an important role in the compaction of DNA. We chose
to use force spectroscopy, because this technique makes it possible to study the structure and
dynamics of nucleosomes at the level of single molecules.

In chapter  we introduced a simple method for dynamic force spectroscopy using magnetic
tweezers. �is method allows application of sub-piconewton force on single molecules, by
calibration of the applied force from the distance between a pair of magnets and a magnetic
sphere, which is used to apply a force to a molecule. Initial dynamic force spectroscopy ex-





periments on DNA molecules revealed a large hysteresis in the force-extension curve. �is
hysteresis was caused by viscous drag on the magnetic bead making it impossible to measure
the weak interactions between DNA and nucleosomes. Smaller beads decreased this hystere-
sis su�ciently to reveal intra-molecular interactions at sub-piconewton forces. Compared to
typical quasi-static force spectroscopy ourmethod is signi�cantly faster, allowing the real time
study of transient structures and reaction intermediates. As a proof of principle nucleosome-
nucleosome interactions on a sub-saturated chromatin �ber were analyzed.

In chapter  we investigated the Brownian �uctuations of the magnetic sphere in a magnetic
tweezers experiment. Wemeasured the force inducedunwrapping ofDNA froma single nucle-
osome. We showed that hidden Markov analysis, adopted for the non-linear force-extension
of DNA, can readily resolve unwrapping events that are signi�cantly smaller than the Brown-
ian �uctuations. �e probability distribution of the height of the magnetic bead was used to
accurately resolve small changes in contour length and persistence length of a DNAmolecule
containing a nucleosome.�e latter is shown to be directly related to theDNAbending angle of
the complex.�e adapted hiddenMarkov analysis can be used for any transient DNA-protein
complex and provides a robust method for the investigation of these transient events.

In chapter  we used magnetic tweezers to probe the mechanical properties of a single, well-
de�ned array of  nucleosomes folded into a chromatin �ber. We found that the �ber stretched
linearly like a Hookian spring to more than three times its starting length at forces up to  pN.
�is unexpected large extension points to a solenoid as the underlying topology of the chro-
matin �ber. Surprisingly, linker histones do not a�ect the length or sti�ness of the �bers.
�ey do stabilize the �ber at forces up to  pN. Fibers with a nucleosome repeat length of 
basepairs instead of  basepairs are signi�cantly sti�er, consistent with a two-start helical ar-
rangement.�e extensive thermal breathing of the chromatin �ber that is a consequence of the
observed high compliance provides a structural basis for understanding the balance between
compaction of DNA to �t into the cell core and the transparency of DNA to allow proteins to
access the genetic information of the cell.

In chapter  we investigated the unexpected di�erence in the force needed for the unwrapping
of the �rst turn and unwrapping of the second turn of nucleosomes in experiments on single
nucleosomes and nucleosomes in a �ber. �e forces needed to unwrap a single nucleosome
weremuch smaller,  pN for the �rst turn and  pN for the second turn, than those for a nucle-
osome in a �ber,  pN and  pN respectively. We modeled a nucleosome-DNA-bead system,
used in force spectroscopy experiments, as spheres and springs. We found that the thermal
�uctuations of neighbouring nucleosomes stabilized the nucleosome thereby increasing the
unwrapping force for a nucleosome in a �ber.�is e�ect shows that results obtained for single
nucleosomes cannot simply be extrapolated to a system containing multiple nucleosomes.





Samenvatting

Dieren en planten bestaan uit een groot aantal cellen. Deze cellen reageren voortdurend op
signalen van buiten en binnen de cel door diverse soorten eiwitten te maken. De bouwte-
keningen van deze eiwitten zijn opgeslagen in de genen van de cel. De genen in cellen met
een celkern bevinden zich in zogenaamde chromosomen: draadachtige structuren in de cel-
kern die zichtbaar worden wanneer de cel, tijdens het delen, deze structuren condenseert.
De chromosomen bestaan ruwweg uit twee onderdelen: eiwitten, die zorgen voor conden-
satie en DNA, de drager van de genetische informatie van de cel. Zonder condensatie zou
het DNA van een menselijke cel nooit in de celkern passen. Bij een celdeling moet het DNA
nog meer worden gecondenseerd. De condensatie moet op een ordelijke manier gebeuren zo-
dat de chromosomen correct worden gedupliceerd bij iedere celdeling. Behalve dat het DNA
compact moet zijn, moet het, voor de werking van de genen, nog wel toegankelijk zijn voor
eiwitten. De cel moet het DNA dus kunnen opvouwen en weer ontvouwen. Dit opvouwen en
ontvouwen kan zelfs gebruikt worden door de cel om de activiteit van de genen te reguleren.
Voor een volledig inzicht in opvouwen en ontvouwen van DNA, moeten wij, in moleculair
detail, niet alleen de structuur maar ook de dynamica van het opvouwen van DNA begrijpen.
Op het eerste niveau van compactie, wikkelt DNA twee keer om speci�eke eiwitten, histo-
nen genaamd. Het DNA-histon complex wordt een nucleosoom genoemd. Een ander histon,
het zogenaamde linker histon, bindt aan het DNA dat uit het nucleosoom komt, waardoor
de structuur van het nucleosoom wordt gestabiliseerd. Onder fysiologische omstandigheden
vouwt een lange ketting van nucleosomen zich tot een compacte vezel, die bekend staat als
een chromatine vezel. De steeds veranderende structuur van nucleosomen en de interactie
tussen nucleosomen in een chromatine vezel speelt een belangrijke rol in het opvouwen en
ontvouwen van DNA. Wij hebben gekozen voor het gebruik van krachtspectroscopie omdat
deze techniek het mogelijk maakt om de structuur en de dynamica van de nucleosomen op
het niveau van enkele moleculen te bestuderen.





In hoofdstuk  introduceerden wij een eenvoudige methode om dynamische krachtspectro-
scopie op enkele moleculen uit te voeren, met behulp van een magnetisch pincet. Deze me-
thode maakt het mogelijk om krachten kleiner dan een piconewton uit te oefenen op enkele
moleculen, door de kracht te kalibreren aan de afstand tussen demagneten en demagnetische
bolletjes waaraan wordt getrokken door het magnetische pincet. Bij de eerste dynamische
krachtspectroscopie experimenten op DNA moleculen zagen wij een grote hysterese in de
kracht-uitrekkingscurve. Deze hysterese werd veroorzaakt door de weerstand die het mag-
netische bolletje ondervond in water en zou het onmogelijk maken de zwakke interacties
tussen DNA en eiwitten te meten. Kleinere bolletjes verminderden deze weerstand en dus de
hysterese waardoor het mogelijk werd intramoleculaire interactie te bestuderen bij krachten
kleiner dan een piconewton. Onze methode is signi�cant sneller dan de gebruikelijke quasi-
statische krachtspectroscopie waardoor het mogelijk word snel veranderende structuren en
tussenproducten van reacties te bestuderen. Als een eerste bewijs van onze methode hebben
we de nucleosoom-nucleosoom interacties van niet volledig bezet chromatine geanalyseerd.

In hoofdstuk  onderzochtenwij de Brownse beweging van hetmagnetisch bolletje in eenmag-
netisch pincet. Wij bestudeerden het krachtsafhankelijke ontwikkelen van DNA van enkele
nucleosomen met statische krachtspectroscopie. We lieten zien dat met verborgen Markov
analyse, aangepast voor het niet-lineaire uitrekkings gedrag van DNA, lengteveranderingen in
hetDNA tijdens het onwikkelen gemakkelijk geanalyseerd kanworden zelfs als die lengteveran-
deringen beduidend kleiner zijn dan de Brownse bewegingen. Dewaarschijnlijkheidsdistribu-
tie van de hoogte van het magnetische bolletje werd gebruikt om de contourlengte en persi-
stentielengte van het DNA molecuul met een nucleosoom nauwkeurig te bepalen. Wij lieten
zien dat de persistentielengte direct gerelateerd is aan de buigingshoek van het DNA dat uit
het nucleosoom komt. De aangepaste verborgen Markov analyse kan voor ieder snel veran-
derend DNA-eiwit complex worden gebruikt en is een robuuste methode voor het onderzoek
aan deze snel veranderende complexen.

In hoofdstuk  bestudeerden wij de mechanische eigenschappen van een reeks van  nucle-
osomen, gevouwen tot een chromatine vezel met behulp van een magnetisch pincet. De vezel
rekte lineair, als eenHookse veer, uit totmeer dan drie keer de startlengte bij krachten tot  pN.
Deze onverwacht grote uitrekking toont aan dat een chromatine vezel een enkele spiraal als
onderliggende structuur hee�. Verrassend genoeg beïnvloeden linker histonen de lengte of de
stijfheid van de vezels niet. Ze stabiliseerden de vezel wel tot krachten van  pN. De chroma-
tine vezels met  baseparen DNA tussen de nucleosomen in plaats van  baseparen waren
beduidend stijver en rekten minder ver uit, overeenkomend met twee in elkaar grijpende spi-
ralen als structuur. De uitgebreide thermische ademhaling van de chromatine vezel, die een
gevolg is van de waargenomen hoge �exibiliteit, vormt een basis voor het evenwicht tussen de
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compactie van DNA om in de celkern te passen en de openheid van het DNA om uitgelezen
te worden door eiwitten.

In hoofdstuk  onderzochten wij het onverwachte verschil tussen experimenten op enkele nu-
cleosomen en nucleosomen in een chromatine vezel, in de kracht die nodig is voor het ont-
wikkelen van de eerste en de tweedewikkeling van hetDNA in een nucleosoom. De benodigde
kracht voor het ontwikkelen voor een enkele nucleosoomwas veel kleiner,  pN voor de eerste
wikkeling en  pN voor de tweede wikkeling, dan die voor nucleosoom in een vezel, respec-
tievelijk  pN en  pN. Wij modelleerden het nucleosoom-DNA-bol systeem, zoals gebruikt
is in de krachtspectroscopie experimenten, als bollen en veren. Wij vonden dat de thermische
bewegingen van naburige nucleosomen een nucleosoom in een vezel stabiliseerden, waardoor
de benodigde kracht voor het ontwikkelen ervan werd verhoogd. Dit e�ect toont aan dat de
resultaten die voor enkele nucleosomen worden verkregen niet eenvoudig uit te breiden zijn
naar een systeem dat meer dan één nucleosoom bevat.
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